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On October 4, community members helped Indigo Arts Alliance drape Daniel Minter’s 5 Mothers sculptures that stand watch at Kennedy Park in capes of
Awakening, Listening, Healing, Justice, and Go Vote!!
Photo | Laura deDoes

NEWS FROM
AFRICA
by Jean Damascène Hakuzimana

Special Report from Nigeria: Protester vows,
‘We won’t back off unless substantial change occurs.’

ousands of protesters gathered in Nigeria to protest police brutality.

Election Day is November 3, 2020
Help make decisions about how your town, state, and country are run!
All citizens who are over the age of 18 can vote. e results of this election will impact
life in Maine, the U.S., and the global community in very signiﬁcant ways for many
years to come. If you are a U.S. citizen, please register to vote and encourage your family, friends, and neighbors to do the same. You can register up to and including Election
Day. If you need help learning where and how to vote on November 3, contact Lado
Ladoka of Democracy Maine at lado@democracy-maine.org or Ekhlas Ahmed of the
Greater Portland Immigrant Welcome Center at ekhlas@welcomeimmigrant.org. Multiple languages are available. For information about immigrant candidates running for
oﬃce in Maine see page 3

✯

✯

YOU CAN REGISTER ANYTIME UP TO AND I NCLUDING ON E LECTION DAY
VOUS POUVEZ VOUS INSCRIRE N’IMPORTE QUAND JUSQU’AU JOUR MÊME DES ÉLECTIONS

Aer a two-week standoﬀ during which thousands of protesters have taken to the streets to
demand that the Nigerian government dismantle the Special Anti-Robbery Squad (SARS),
which is accused of widespread police brutality, protesters are standing ﬁrm, a source on the
ground in Lagos told Amjambo Africa on condition of anonymity.
“We are not backing down until the government addresses items on our needs list, one by
one. Ordinary Nigerians are tired of providing part of the police’s salary,” conﬁrmed our
source, a visual artist in Lagos. He explained that police in Nigeria are underpaid, and commonly supplement their earnings by extracting bribes and other favors from ordinary citizens. “With the low salary they are paid, you can’t trust the police to carry an AK-47 and use
it just to protect people. Police stations are full of innocent people dying at the hands of the
police.”
ousands of protesters have blocked roads in hundreds of towns in this most populous of
countries on the continent, throwing daily life in Lagos and elsewhere into chaos. According
to Amnesty International, the police have responded to the unrest by killing protesters.
Our source recounted a horriﬁc scene that he witnessed in Lekki, an area in Lagos considered ground zero by protesters. “On the morning of October 20, engineers in Lekki, where the
protestors are based, dismantled road cameras. Around 7 p.m., they switched oﬀ the road
lights, and army vehicles approached the protesters and started shooting live ammunition at
them. We ﬂed the bullets, which gave the shooters an opportunity to clean up the dead bodies, so that nobody could bear witness.” At least 12 protesters were killed in Lekki, and hundreds more were injured, according to Buzzfeed News.
e government has remained silent about the Lekki massacre, but international politicians have condemned the killings. An excerpt from U.S. presidential candidate Joe Biden’s
statement on the protests reads, “I urge President [Muhammadu] Buhari and the Nigerian
military to cease the violent crackdown on protesters in Nigeria, which has already resulted
in several deaths. My heart goes out to all those who have lost a loved one in the violence.”
Continued on page 11
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Batimbo Foundation Family celebrates one-year anniversary |

On October 17, the Batimbo Foundation Family, a group of drummers from the Republic of Burundi and based in Maine, celebrated their one-year anniversary in style.
e presidents of the Burundian, Congolese, and Rwandan communities attended, along
with representatives of the business and nonproﬁt communities – most of them Burundian and Rwandese – who also helped ﬁnancially support the event. Due to current
COVID-related safety restrictions, a total of 50 people gathered in person, while the
event was streamed live online for a much wider audience. In addition to drumming
performances, the event featured several presentations, both in English and Kirundi, the
oﬃcial language of Burundi, about the group’s origin, its mission, and Burundian culture
in general.
Burundi is a small landlocked country in East Africa with a population of around 8 million. Unlike many other African countries, Burundi is a direct territorial continuation of
a pre-colonial-era African state dating back to the 16th century, which was known as the
Kingdom of Burundi. Burundi’s three largest ethnic groups – the Twa, the Hutu, and the
Tutsi – have lived in what is current-day Burundi for at least 500 years. In the beginning
of the 20th century, Burundi was colonized by Germany, and aer the First World War,
the territories were yielded to Belgium until 1962, when Burundi regained its independence.
Drums are a huge part of Burundian heritage, culture, and identity. ey are considered sacred objects and represent regeneration and fertility, and were the symbol of power
of the mwami (Burundian sovereigns) during the monarchy. Drums were historically
played during religious rituals, special occasions like the celebration of harvest, to an-

nounce major ceremonies such as coronations, weddings, and funerals, and to entertain
the mwami. e ultimate message of any Burundi drumming performance is one of
peace, unity, and the sharing of joy. is drumming tradition is typically passed down
within families, with sons learning drumming from their fathers. Traditionally, only men
were permitted to play the drums. But since the dissolution of the monarchy in 1966,
both men and women participate in this custom.
A drum performance usually involves between 10 and 30 drummers, and is accompanied by dancing, songs, spoken word, and the use of props and space with complex relationships between all. e musicians typically ﬁrst emerge balancing the drums on
their heads and playing them with sticks before eventually lowering them to the ground.
While some drummers maintain a continuous rhythm, others follow the beat of the
drummer positioned in the middle of the semi-circle formation. is drumming style demands perfect coordination and an incredible memory, as each beat and rhythm set is
unique, and is accompanied by a corresponding physical motion.
Several aspects of this style of drumming set it apart from drumming traditions practiced in many other African countries. For one, the drums are made of wood that comes
from a speciﬁc tree species called Umuvugangona, found only in Burundi. Dried cow
skin is stretched over the drum, which produces a special sound when struck that is unlike the sounds produced by other styles of drums. Burundian drums are played with
sticks, whereas most other drums in African cultures are played with hands. e drums
are quite large, and can weigh up to 100 pounds, and the drummers learn to balance
them on their heads, which requires strength.
Burundian drumming was inscribed on the Representative List of the Intangible Cul-

By Ulya Aligulova

tural Heritage of
Humanity of the
United Nation’s
heritage agency,
UNESCO,
in
2014. e drumming style has become quite well
known internationally,
with
many groups traveling to perform
in various festivals
worldwide. e
performances
have become a
means of expressing national pride
and Burundian
identity among
Burundians living
abroad.
e Batimbo
Foundation Family was created by
a group of Burundian drummers
living in Portland,
Maine. Most of
the group members were drummers in their
home
country
Fred S Ndayishimiye (known as Obama)
and knew each
and Ray Asael Ndagijimana
other before emigrating to the United States. e aim of the group is to safeguard this sacred Burundian
tradition and to spread Burundian culture and art, not just across the U.S., but around
the whole world. e group believes that continuing this tradition is especially important for Burundian children born in the U.S. to connect them with their cultural heritage.
Although newly formed, the group has made big strides in bringing Burundian culture into the U.S. mainstream. Last year, they participated in the 15th edition of “America’s Got Talent” TV show. ey made it to the preliminary rounds, where they had the
chance to perform in front of the judges. Although they were not chosen to
continue to the ﬁnal round of the competition, the group is determined to
participate again, and advance to the live show.
e COVID-19 pandemic has proven extremely challenging for Batimbo
Family Foundation, along with most who are in performance ﬁelds. Many
scheduled appearances had to be canceled, or put on hold. But the group
has managed to adapt to the times and take full advantage of the internet and
social media platforms to share their work with audiences while maintaining social distancing. e anniversary event reached a wide international
audience, proof of the group’s resilience and popularity.
According to Yves Ndayishimiye, Communications Director for Batimbo
Family Foundation, in today’s world, which is aﬄicted by division, hostility,
and isolation, the messages of unity and peace that the Burundian culture offers resonate more than ever, and the drumming tradition has the power to
bring people together from all walks of life. Whether one is performing or
observing, the synchronized drums, dance, and song act as a special form of
therapy, reminding us that as long as we’re all together, we have nothing to
fear.
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The Power of WE
On October 8, the Greater Portland Immigrant Welcome Center presented the Power of WE 2020 and Beyond! to a small,
socially-distanced group of inperson revelers at AURA in
Portland. Many others attended
virtually. e evening featured
food, drumming by Batimbo
Family Foundation, music from
Viva, ‘Love Letter to Maine’ by
Reza Jallali, a short video history of the Center, a pledge
challenge, and a look at the
Center’s future programming.

Le: Lado Lodoka sports his ‘Vote’ mask; Middle: Damas Rugaba, IWC Co-Founder; Right: VIVA, a musician, and Mariella Uwimana, IWC Business Hub Coordinator Photo | Joseph Shaw

Batimbo Foundation Family

Photo | Joseph Shaw

Mary Allen Lindemann, Co-Chair, IWC Board of Directors, and Shima Kabirigi, IWC Interim
Executive Director
Photo | Joseph Shaw

WANT A CAREER IN BANKING?

TAKE YOUR FIRST STEP.
Norway Savings Bank and Portland Adult Ed want you to know about the Teller Training Certificate Program —
a four-month online program that will help you build your skills in customer service, digital know-how, searching
for jobs, and personal finance. With this program you’ll get to meet directly with employers for mock interviews
and other networking opportunities. We can’t wait to meet you!
— Classes start early January and run through early April. Now accepting applications through
Friday, December 18th.
— Contact Portland Adult Education (www.portlandadulted.org) 207-874-8155 or email
Bridget Kahn (kahnb@portlandschools.org) to learn more about the program and to apply.

MEMBER FDIC

LIVE YOUR LIFE IN
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Get to know your local immigrant candidates
Five immigrant candidates are running for oﬃce in Maine this election cycle. Amjambo Africa proﬁled Yusuf Yusuf, Dina Yacoubagha, Nyalat Biliew, and Deqa Dhalac in the October issue, but inadvertently neglected to include Harrison Deah, whose proﬁle appears below. In 2019, voters made Maine history by electing eight ﬁrst- and second-generation Mainers to city council and school board oﬃces. Seven of those newly elected oﬃcials were born in Somalia, Democratic Republic of Congo, Ghana, Nigeria, Haiti, ailand, and South
Korea, and came to the United States as immigrants, and the eighth was born in the United States to Egyptian immigrant parents. In a state widely considered one of the whitest in the
nation, the number of ﬁrst- and second-generation immigrants now serving in public oﬃce in Maine represents something new.

Complete profiles of all five candidates are available at: amjamboafrica.com

Yusuf Yusuf: Portland School Board At-Large Deqa Dhalac: South Portland City Council Dina Yacoubagha: Bangor City Council

Nyalat Biliew: Portland School Board At-Large

Yusuf ’s top priorities are ensuring that
schools meet the needs of students with
learning disabilities and their families;
closing the opportunity gap for minorities,
immigrants, or those living in poverty; and
making Pre-K available for every family.

Biliew’s top priorities include working to
close the gap in the involvement of parents
of color in the school system, and providing a space for Black, Indigenous, People
of Color, and LGBTQI+ “to learn eﬀectively and comfortably, and have their
voices heard.”

Dhalac’s top priorities include equity, the
environment, jobs, education, short-term
rentals, and aﬀordable housing. She is running unapposed and looks forward to her
second term. “My work is not done yet!

Yacoubagha’s top priorities are racial equity, economic development, and public
services. Infastructure is a broad priority,
too, including expanding the bus system,
ensuring that city employees have protective equipment, making the city friendlier
and safer for seniors, and creating safer, affordable, code-compliant housing.

Harrison Deah is running for the Windham Town Council’s East District seat because he believes in public service, and wants to give back to the
town that has welcomed him and his family, and where he feels at home. “I have lived in Windham for the past ﬁve years, and my family and I have
greatly beneﬁted from the beauty and the rural setting this wonderful town enjoys. Windham is a nice, quiet town, a great place to raise kids,” he said.
“Windham is growing, and I want to help the town manage that growth carefully.”
Born in Liberia, Deah and his family ﬂed civil war when he was four or ﬁve years old. ey sought refuge in Sierra Leone, but when the war moved
there a year later, they continued on to Guinea, where they lived until 2001. at’s when the family resettled to Portland – 10 days aer September
11, 2001. Deah attended Portland High School, then earned a double degree in history and political science from St. Joseph’s College. Aer graduation, he worked with Preble Street, the City of Portland, and then the City of Westbrook, where he was eventually promoted to Director of General
Assistance and Social Services.
“My extensive background in government will serve me well if I am elected. I have worked with city councils before. I am used to creating and presenting budgets,” he said. He believes that development is one of the major challenges confronting Windham. “People are moving in and building subdivisions. We are second in the state in terms of net population gain. Especially with the pandemic, people are buying land to develop. We want to
make sure any development that comes is the best ﬁt for Windham. We want to develop the proper infrastructure to attract the development we
want, take care of our senior citizens, … deal with the inevitable pressures which occur in growing and changing communities, while ensuring the
town remains the best place it can be for families, businesses, and workers.”
Deah is running on accountability. He said many locals complain that a select few in leadership positions are making decisions. Recently, when a
councilor abruptly resigned, people said that an interim councilor was selected without citizen involvement, which increased the feeling that transparency is an issue in government.
“We have to put the interests of the town at the heart of every decision we make,” Deah said. “If we do, we’ll be better oﬀ.”
As an Independent, Deah said, “I vote on the issues, rather than the party. Neither party has a monopoly on good and bad ideas. ... If I’m on the council, I’ll listen to the issue ﬁrst,
take the entire picture into account, think about whether something is beneﬁcial to the Town of Windham. I will look at things issue by issue, and separate out party and identity politics, and ego, and personal identity. Councilors are there to serve.”
Deah is married, with two children, ages four and 14. He chose to live in Windham because he became fond of the town during his years at St. Joseph’s.

STEPHANIE HARP
HarpWorksWriting@outlook.com

www.HarpWorksWriting.com
Facebook: HarpWorksWriting
Twitter: @HarpWorks
207.852.6746

Writing | Editing | Grant Writing
Publicity | Research
Good Writing Is Good Business
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Empowering women’s economic independence through childcare

On October 20th, the Permanent Commission on the Status of Women in Maine organized a virtual panel, “Spotlight
on the Childcare Needs of Maine Women of Color.” e
Commission is an unfunded, non-partisan, independent
advisory board charged by statute to advise the Governor
and the members of the Maine State Legislature about policy and social issues aﬀecting women and girls. Moderated
by State Representative Rachel Talbot Ross, with PCSW
member Fatuma Hussein providing the welcome and wrapup, the panel included Noor Almazeri, Capital Area New
Mainers Project; Maulian Dana, Tribal Ambassador from
the Penobscot Nation; Shima Kabirigi Interim Director,
Greater Portland Immigrant Welcome Center; Betsy PazGyimesi, Spanish Parent Community Specialist, Portland
Public Schools; and Tierra Ross, Survivor Speak USA.
Women of color stand at the intersection of multiple barriers, experiencing the combined eﬀects of racial, gender,
ethnic, and other forms of bias in navigating systems and
institutional structures in which entrenched disparities remain the status quo. Many women of color must grapple
with negative stereotypes and attitudes that aﬀect how
they’re treated at work, whether they can provide for their
families, and whether they can access quality healthcare.
Understanding these concerns can help reveal in stark terms
where inequities need to be addressed and what interventions can help families of color survive. More importantly,
acknowledging the critical role that women of color play in
families and communities is necessary for developing speciﬁc strategies to allow them to actively participate in
Maine’s economy, in which everyone needs to be engaged in
order to deal with the diﬃcult days and months ahead.
Data shows that consistently, across all family structures,

Political Parties in the United States

women of color play a
vital role in providing
economic support for
families. In families with
children, many women of
color who are mothers are
the sole breadwinners,
meaning that they earn
more than, or as much as,
their partners. National
research shows that 67.5%
of Black mothers and 42% of Latina mothers are the primary
breadwinners for their families, compared to 37% percent
of white mothers. Other studies found that 68% of Native
American mothers and 48% of Asian and Paciﬁc Islander
mothers provide at least 40% of their family’s income. Unfortunately, no such data addresses these demographics in
Maine.
All the panelists discussed their own struggles with trying to balance a job, or in some cases multiple jobs, with the
responsibilities of raising children. Across the board, all the
women stressed the great importance of having access to affordable childcare in order to pursue ﬁnancial independence and stability. Unfortunately, many found few childcare
options open to them, whether due to ﬁnancial reasons, lack
of ﬂexibility, lack of culturally relevant options, or needing
access to breastfeeding. Many mothers had to rely on
friends, family, and acquaintances to babysit. ese options
naturally do not provide the same beneﬁts enjoyed by many
white women with higher incomes, who are able to send
their children to certiﬁed daycare centers where they can
engage in pre-literacy and other activities aimed at preparing them for kindergarten. is also oen means that
women of color cannot take adequate maternity leave. Ambassador Dana shared her experience of having to go back
to her job a mere four days aer the birth of her second
daughter. She believes that without people around her who
helped her with childcare, her career wouldn’t have been
possible at all.
Tierra Ross, with Survivor Speak, explained how childcare
struggles aﬀect women of color more than most white
women. South Portland, which she feels caters more to a
white demographic, has many more schools and learning

|

By Ulya Aligulova

centers helping kids with remote learning than do the schools
in her own district. Because of this disparity, she’s forced to
bring her son with her wherever she goes. Spanish Parent
Community Specialist Betsy Paz-Gyimesi echoed Ross’s concerns stating that there are zero childcare options for Spanish
speakers and other newly arrived immigrants. She spoke of
many immigrant mothers who come to America in pursuit
of the American dream, wanting to learn English, go to
school, and ﬁnd employment, but lack of aﬀordable and culturally sensitive childcare proves to be the biggest barrier in
that pursuit. ose who can aﬀord to send their children to
regular daycare oen must sacriﬁce cultural relevance, which
sometimes results in the child’s mistreatment or bullying.
e eﬀects of the coronavirus pandemic have compounded
the struggles of women of color. Many are essential workers,
and don’t have the option of working from home. is leaves
them with the diﬃcult choice of either spending most of their
salaries on childcare, thus sacriﬁcing their ﬁnancial progress,
or completely quitting their jobs. Social distancing has meant
fewer opportunities for informal co-ops, in which mothers
care for each other’s children on their days oﬀ; understandably, mothers are less inclined to interact with people outside
of their households.
e biggest takeaway from this panel discussion was acknowledgement of the need to keep discussing this issue at
many levels so that, eventually, these conversations begin to
permeate how people – particularly legislators – think about
policies and laws that systematically hinder women of color.
Aggregating data about some of these opportunity gaps can
begin to help address the issue on local levels. Some panelists
advocated easier methods for women to obtain home daycare
certiﬁcates, since women already informally support each
other in that way. Shima Kabirigi, Acting Director of the
Greater Portland Immigrant Welcome Center, stressed the
importance of leveraging one’s privilege, in terms of working
in a speciﬁc sector, to raise awareness about this topic and to
advocate for resources to be directed to these issues. Most importantly, she said we need to teach young women, women of
color, and all women to advocate for themselves, especially
when they become mothers, and to learn to advocate for their
children. ese kinds of conversations, featuring voices oen
le unheard, play a crucial part in paving the way to empowering women’s economic independence.

✯

In the United States, our two major parties currently are Democrat and Republican, and those parties receive the most votes. ere also are some independent or “third party” candidates. Some people vote for all the candidates in their preferred party, at every level of government, but this is not required. Voters may choose each candidate individually. On the ballot, all candidates are identiﬁed by political party, except in some local races that are considered “non-partisan.”
In the upcoming election, former Vice President Joseph (Joe) Biden is running for U.S. President as a Democrat, along with Senator Kamala Harris as Vice President. Sara Gideon is a
Democrat running for U.S. Senate. First District Congresswoman Chellie Pingree and Second District Congressman Jared Golden are Democrats running for re-election.
U.S. President Donald Trump is a Republican running for re-election, along with Vice President Michael (Mike) Pence. Senator Susan Collins, a Republican, is also running for re-election. Jay Allen is a Republican running to represent the First Congressional District, and Dale Cras is a Republican running in the Second District.

✯

Maine Governor Janet Mills is a Democrat. She will be up for re-election in 2022.

The following information about the presidential candidates’ views on
immigration is drawn from their respective parties’ platform pages and
campaign websites.
Democrats Joseph (Joe) Biden and Kamala Harris are running for president and vice
president. e Democratic Party platform says, “Democrats believe immigration...is a
deﬁning aspect of the American character and our shared history….Democrats will continue to work toward comprehensive immigration reform that ﬁxes our nation’s broken
immigration system, improves border security, prioritizes enforcement so we are targeting criminals – not families, keeps families together, and strengthens our economy.
Democrats know the importance of our country’s history as a nation of immigrants. We
honor our fundamental values by treating all people who come to the United States with
dignity and respect, and we always seek to embrace — not to attack — immigrants.”
Republicans Donald Trump and Michael (Mike) Pence are running for re-election for
president and vice president. e Republican Party website says, “President Trump has
kept his promise by securing our southern border and has taken steps to prevent violence
and drugs from entering our country…. President Trump has taken signiﬁcant measures
to drive down illegal crossings on our southern border by collaborating with our southern neighbors…. e Trump administration has taken unprecedented steps to end
human traﬃcking at home and around the world…. President Trump is ﬁghting for
American workers by ensuring they are not displaced by foreign workers.”

What if I can’t read the ballot?
You can get help from a friend or a relative.
Your helper does not have to be a voter.
Your helper does not have to be
old enough to vote.

★
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EDITORIAL
by Georges Budagu Makoko,
Amjambo Africa Publisher

Kila kilicho na mwanzo kina mwisho
“Everything has a beginning and an end.”

from the former Oriental
Province). e Batwa – an
early, indigenous people,
otherwise known as Twa,
who live in DR Congo,
Rwanda, and Burundi –
have been discriminated against for many years. ey have
next to no representation at any level of leadership in local,
regional, or national politics.
e government lacks the political will to maintain peace
and security, and the country is divided, with thousands of
lives in great danger. e U.N has deployed one of its largest
ever peacekeeping missions over the last 17 years, but has
failed to bring peace, and innocent people continue to die at
the hands of a variety of militia groups.

In an era when the world remains mostly silent in the face
of ongoing atrocities committed in such countires as South
Sudan, Syria, the Republic of Central Africa, and Somalia, just
to name a few, Dr. Gregory H. Stanton, founding President and
Chairman of Genocide Watch, delivered a keynote on September 26 titled, “Unwanted People and Boundaries of Citizenship Struggles: Rohingya, Banyamulenge, and Others.” He
used the cases of the Rohingya and Banyamulenge to illustrate
the stages of genocide development, and to issue a warning
about the consequences of inaction and silence from world
leaders during attempts to eliminate a people.
e Rohingya and Banyamulenge are both minority tribes,
Armed groups recruit young people who wander around
from Myanmar and the Democratic Republic of Congo, rethe country without any hope of attending school and getting
spectively. ey have both been targeted by other tribes in their
a job. is is part of the cycle of endless conﬂict.
countries and have been subjected to systemic discrimination.
Multinational interests exploit Congolese natural resources,
ey both now face eviction from their native lands, and posand the traﬃcking of ammunition that falls into the hands of
sible extinction. In Minembwe, in eastern Congo, over 150,000
irresponsible people fuels the killing and rape of millions of
Banyamulenge have ﬂed villages, which have been burned to
women. Corrupt government oﬃcials use public resources for
the ground. ese displaced people are now living in camps, in
their personal interest and fail to deliver basic services.
dire circumstances, due to a lack of adequate humanitarian asAlbert Einstein once said, “e world will not be destroyed
sistance. is is also the case with hundreds of thousands of
by those who do evil, but by those who watch them without
Rohingya, who have ﬂed their homes and are living in terrible
doing anything.” We all have a role to play in the process of
conditions in Bangladesh. Dr. Stanton said that the cases of the
stopping genocide around the world. We can and must unRohingya and Banyamulenge perfectly ﬁt the deﬁnition of
derstand the stages and speak up, and call upon leaders to act
genocide development, which progresses through 10 prequickly, before more innocent people are targeted and killed.
dictable – but not unavoidable – stages.
Since 1996, violence has caused the deaths of over 5.4 milStanton urged people to stay watchful and to pressure govlion people in DR Congo. Since 2017, over 900,000 Rohingya
ernments to intervene when they recognize that steps are being
have been forced out of Myanmar into camps in Bangladesh.
taken toward genocide. At each stage, preventive measures can
How many more must suﬀer? And when will the international
be taken to halt the momentum. Development is not linear,
community act?
and stages may happen concurrently. ey include: classiﬁcation, symbolization, discrimination,
dehumanization, organization, polarization, preparation, persecution, extermination, and denial.
Dehumanization is one of the most
dangerous stages. is is when one
At this time of great upheaval, we are
group of people denies the humanity
grateful to these foundations for helping
of another group, and the members of
the discriminated group are likened to
us get through this unprecedented crisis.
animals, vermin, insects, or names of
diseases, enabling the aggressors to believe they are killing animals, rather
than fellow humans, during the extermination stage.
e avalanche of hate speech currently circulating on social media in
Myanmar and DR Congo targeting the
Rohingya and the Banyamulenge is a
powerful propaganda tool, and international leaders should quickly and
ﬁrmly condemn such speech, and
sanction authorities and elites
who allow it to be aired, which
thereby incites genocide. Bad actors should be banned from international travel and have their
foreign assets frozen, and hate
radio stations should be blocked
or shut down, with hateful content banned from social media
and the internet.
e conﬂict in DR Congo has
gone on so long that some people
have begun to think there is no
hope of resolution, and that Tutsi
tribes – such as the Banyamulenge – in diﬀerent areas of the
Congo will be exterminated or
evicted from their native homes.
Other hot spots in DR Congo include Beni, in North Kivu, where
thousands of people have been
brutally killed, and Ituri, in
northeastern DR Congo (one of
21 new provinces created in 2015

Thank You! Thank You!

Do you have a background
in journalism?

Amjambo Africa is looking for freelance
writers. If interested, send a resumé
and a writing sample to:

amjamboafrica@gmail.com
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C’EST QUOI, L'ASSURANCE ?
Par Jeffrey Lee
L'assurance est un élément important de la vie aux ÉtatsUnis. Elle peut protéger les gens en cas de ruine ﬁnancière, si
leur maison brûle, si leur voiture est endommagée dans un accident de voiture - ou s’ils causent des dommages à la voiture
de quelqu'un d'autre - ou s’ils sont poursuivis en justice, et
qu’on leur demande alors de verser de l'argent à quelqu'un
d'autre. En cas de catastrophe, la plupart des gens n'ont pas
assez d'argent ou de biens pour remplacer ou réparer de
manière signiﬁcative leur propre propriété (comme une
voiture ou une maison) ou celle d'autrui. Toutefois, si les personnes ont une assurance, les entreprises couvrent alors les
frais à leur place. Les indemnités d'assurance s'étendent à
toutes les blessures causées aux autres lors d'un accident.
Ainsi, tout le monde est protégé contre les accidents et les
événements qui, autrement, pourraient détruire des vies. De
plus, l'assurance est légalement obligatoire pour avoir une
voiture ou exploiter une entreprise, ainsi que pour obtenir une
hypothèque sur une maison.
Pour souscrire une police d'assurance, le client paie à une
entreprise une petite somme d'argent, appelée prime. Cette
prime peut être versée mensuellement ou, si le preneur d'assurance le préfère, en versements plus importants et moins
fréquents. La compagnie perçoit une prime auprès de nombreux assurés. Ensuite, lorsqu'un des assurés a un accident et
doit utiliser son assurance, il dépose ce que l'on appelle une
demande d'indemnisation. Pendant la période de réclamation,
la compagnie d'assurance verse l'argent nécessaire, de sorte
que l'assuré n'a pas à le faire. Il existe parfois une franchise sur
une police d'assurance, qui est le montant dont l'assuré est responsable en cas de sinistre.
Par exemple : John est titulaire d'une police d'assurance automobile, pour laquelle il paie 70 dollars par mois. Il a un accident de voiture et sa voiture est détruite. La compagnie
d'assurance détermine qu'il en coûtera 4 000 $ à Jean pour
remplacer sa voiture par une de la même année, de la même
marque et du même modèle. Jean a une franchise de 500 $,
donc la compagnie lui donne 3 500 $ pour remplacer sa
voiture. Il peut se permettre de le faire, car des milliers d'autres
assurés ont également payé leur prime à la compagnie ce
mois-là, alors que seul un petit pourcentage d'entre eux doit
déposer une demande d'indemnisation. Jean obtient donc une
voiture de remplacement, même s'il ne paie que 70 dollars par
mois.
Veuillez suivre cette série d'articles mensuels pour en savoir
plus sur des sujets tels que:
• L'assurance automobile pour les conducteurs titulaires d'un
permis de conduire international.
• Conduire pour Uber ou Ly et l'impact sur les primes d'assurance.
• L'importance de l'assurance des locataires, si vous louez
une maison ou un appartement.
• Comment obtenir une assurance automobile pour ceux
qui n'en ont jamais eu auparavant.
• Les jeunes conducteurs
• Assurer votre nouvelle entreprise.
• Assurer votre nouvelle maison.

L'ONU ESTIME QUE LES MESURES PRISES POUR
LA GUÉRISON NATIONALE AU SOUDAN DU SUD SONT
INSUFFISANTESPar Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Un rapport des Nations Unies dévoilé ce mois-ci indique
que le Soudan du Sud n'a pas fait de progrès signiﬁcatifs pour
panser les blessures de cette jeune nation deux ans après la ﬁn
d'une guerre civile qui a coûté la vie de 40 000 personnes et
déplacé plus de deux millions de personnes.
L'Associated Press rapporte qu'au lieu de guérir, le pays se
fracture selon des lignes tribales, les politiciens armant les
communautés les unes contre les autres. Cela ne surprendra
pas les lecteurs de Amjambo Africa, qui a déjà fait état dans de
précédents articles de la division des principaux dirigeants
politiques du Sud-Soudan en fonction de l'identité tribale.
Le rapport de la Commission des droits de l'homme au SudSoudan, qui a été présenté au Conseil des droits de l'homme
des Nations unies, désigne la corruption rampante comme un
danger pour la guérison de la nation, et note que les autorités
du Soudan du Sud font preuve de peu de volonté politique
pour poursuivre les crimes graves, et qu'elles arment en fait
des milices dans leurs communautés.
Selon le rapport, la violence sexuelle et les pénuries alimentaires alimentent l'aggravation du conﬂit dans le pays, qui
est classé parmi les pays les plus pauvres selon les indices communs de développement humain. En plus de vivre un conﬂit

perpétuel, plus de la moitié de la population du Soudan du
Sud souﬀre de la faim, une situation aggravée par les inondations qui ont forcé de nombreuses personnes à quitter leur
foyer depuis juillet.
Les nouveaux dirigeants du Soudan du Sud qui se sont
entretenus avec Amjambo Africa par le passé ont exprimé
leur espoir d'un rétablissement rapide de la nation après que
les dirigeants rivaux aient rompu un accord de paix en
février 2020 visant à mettre ﬁn aux conﬂits armés et à former un gouvernement d'unité. Toutefois, contrairement à
leurs espoirs, le rapport des Nations Unies indique que des
acteurs nationaux inﬁltrés continuent d’armer les milices locales aﬁn d'attaquer les communautés voisines. Et tout cela
se produit en dépit d'un embargo sur les armes décrété par
les Nations Unies.
Le gouvernement rejette le rapport de l'ONU. "Tous ces
rapports sont rédigés par des personnes qui sont confortablement installées dans des hôtels de Juba. Ils rédigent ces
rapports pour garantir la continuité [de leurs positions]", a
déclaré le porte-parole du gouvernement, Michael Makuei,
qui a également aﬃrmé que le pays mettait en œuvre l'accord de paix.
Ce pays riche en pétrole lutte contre les diﬃcultés
économiques, notamment contre la forte dépréciation de sa
monnaie. Reuters rapporte qu'en juillet 2020, la banque centrale du pays a épuisé ses réserves de change. Le cabinet s'est
réuni le vendredi 9 octobre et a décidé d'adopter une nouvelle monnaie et de laisser tomber l'ancienne livre sudsoudanaise aﬁn de sauver l'économie. Le Soudan du Sud
possède la troisième plus grande réserve de pétrole du continent africain, après le Nigeria et la Libye.
Le Soudan du Sud a obtenu son indépendance du Soudan
en 2011 mais est retombé dans la guerre deux ans plus tard,
lorsque le président Salva Kiir et son adjoint Riek Machar
ont commencé à se quereller. Plus tard, sous médiation, les
dirigeants se sont à nouveau donné la main pour tenter de
stabiliser le pays. Il est largement reconnu que si le pays doit
guérir, les deux dirigeants devront travailler ensemble, et
que ce qu'ils diront à leurs tribus et à leurs partisans respectifs sera la clé du processus de paix.

LES CHEFS D'ÉTAT DISCUTENT DE LA PAIX ET DE LA
STABILITÉ DANS LA RÉGION DES GRANDS LACS
AFRICAINSPar Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Les présidents Museveni (Ouganda), Kagame (Rwanda),
Joao Lourenco (Angola) et Felix Tshisekedi (RD Congo) se
sont rencontrés virtuellement le 7 octobre pour discuter de
la paix et de la sécurité dans la région des Grands Lacs
africains. Leur rencontre a permis de poursuivre les discussions en vue de trouver des solutions aux relations conﬂictuelles entre le Rwanda et l'Ouganda, ainsi que des
moyens de créer la stabilité dans la République démocratique du Congo, fortement occupée par les rebelles. Le Burundi a également été invité à la réunion mais a décliné
l'invitation en indiquant une préférence pour les entretiens
bilatéraux.
New Vision rapporte que Felix Tshisekedi du Congo a initié le sommet. Il y a participé depuis Goma, la capitale de la
province du Nord-Kivu au Congo, une région où des centaines de groupes rebelles ont déplacé des millions de personnes - dont certaines ont trouvé refuge dans le Maine.
Selon le communiqué ﬁnal de la réunion, les chefs d'État ont
relancé leurs eﬀorts pour éradiquer les groupes armés
opérant dans la région.
L'Ouganda, la République démocratique du Congo, le
Rwanda et le Burundi ont des frontières communes, et les
groupes armés qui font défection d'un pays réapparaissent
souvent dans un autre, un scénario qui oblige les États à
traiter les uns avec les autres. Les présidents ont également
convenu de travailler contre les réseaux régionaux et internationaux qui se cachent derrière l'exploitation illégale des
ressources naturelles dans la région, ce qui contribue indirectement à la violence.
Les chefs d'État ont aﬃrmé qu'ils se sentent obligés de
coopérer pour mettre ﬁn à la violence récurrente et pour
projeter la stabilité dans la région, aﬁn de stimuler le commerce et les investissements. La réunion était initialement
prévue comme un rassemblement en personne, mais
COVID-19 l'a poussée à un format virtuel. Le président du
Burundi, Evariste Ndayishimiye, a refusé de participer à la
réunion mais a rencontré le ministre des aﬀaires étrangères
du Congo, qui s'est rendu au Burundi avant le sommet.
Le Burundi, la République démocratique du Congo, le
Rwanda et l'Ouganda forment la zone appelée "Région des
Grands Lacs d'Afrique". Amjambo Africa a déjà fait état de
la fermeture des frontières entre le Rwanda et l'Ouganda qui
a mis en suspens le commerce transfrontalier. Les relations
entre le Burundi et le Rwanda se sont désintégrées après
l'échec d'une tentative de coup d'Etat en 2015 au Burundi,

sans aucun signe de normalisation à l'horizon. La frontière
orientale de la RD Congo, qui est partagée avec le Rwanda,
le Burundi et l'Ouganda, a toujours été le point de départ
des groupes armés. Le président Tshisekedi souhaite le soutien de ses homologues pour éradiquer ces groupes, qui ont
tué tant de vies dans la région. L'Angolais Joao Lourenco a
joué un rôle de médiateur dans les pourparlers de normalisation entre le Rwanda et l'Ouganda.
Kila kitu kina mwanzo na mwisho

“TOUT A UN DÉBUT ET UNE FIN”
À une époque où le monde reste pratiquement silencieux
face aux atrocités commises au Sud-Soudan, en Syrie, en
République Centrafricaine et en Somalie, pour ne citer que
quelques exemples, le Dr Gregory H. Stanton, le Président
fondateur de Genocide Watch, a prononcé le 26 septembre
un discours intitulé "Les Personnes Indésirables et Les Limites des Luttes pour la Citoyenneté : Rohingya, Banyamulenge, et autres". Il a utilisé les cas des Rohingya et des
Banyamulenge pour illustrer les étapes du développement
du génocide, et pour lancer un avertissement sur les conséquences de l'inaction face au silence des dirigeants mondiaux lors des tentatives d'élimination d'un peuple.
Les Rohingya et les Banyamulenge sont des groupes minoritaires, originaires respectivement du Myanmar et de la
République démocratique du Congo. Ils ont été la cible
d'autres tribus dans leur pays et ont fait l'objet d'une discrimination systémique. Ils risquent tous deux d'être expulsés de leurs terres natales et de disparaître. À Minembwe,
dans l'est du Congo, plus de 150 000 Banyamulenge ont fui
leurs villages, qui ont été réduits en cendres. Ces personnes
déplacées vivent maintenant dans des camps, dans des circonstances désastreuses, en raison du manque d'aide humanitaire adéquate. C'est également le cas de centaines de
milliers de Rohingyas, qui ont fui leurs foyers et vivent dans
des conditions désastreuses au Bangladesh. Stanton a
déclaré que les cas des Rohingyas et des Banyamulenge correspondent parfaitement à la déﬁnition du développement
d'un génocide, qui progresse par 10 étapes prévisibles - mais
pas inévitables.
Stanton a exhorté les gens à rester vigilants et à faire pression sur les gouvernements pour qu'ils interviennent
lorsqu'ils reconnaissent que des mesures sont prises dans le
sens d'un génocide. À chaque étape, des mesures préventives peuvent être prises pour mettre frein à l'élan. Le
développement n'est pas linéaire, et les étapes peuvent se
dérouler simultanément. Elles comprennent : la classiﬁcation, la symbolisation, la discrimination, la déshumanisation, l'organisation, la polarisation, la préparation, la
persécution, l'extermination et la négation. L'une des étapes
les plus dangereuses est la déshumanisation, lorsqu'un
groupe de personnes nie l'humanité d'un autre groupe, et
que les membres du groupe discriminé sont assimilés à des
animaux, de la vermine, des insectes ou des noms de maladies. Cela permet aux agresseurs de croire qu'ils tuent des
animaux, plutôt que des êtres humains, pendant la phase
d'extermination.
L'avalanche de discours de haine qui circule actuellement
sur les médias sociaux au Myanmar et en RD du Congo et
qui vise les Rohingyas et les Banyamulenge est un puissant
outil de propagande, et les dirigeants internationaux devraient rapidement et fermement condamner de tels discours. Ils devraient poursuivre les autorités et les élites qui
permettent sa diﬀusion, ce qui incite au génocide. On devrait interdire aux mauvais acteurs de faire des voyages internationaux et geler leurs comptes étrangers. De plus, les
stations de radio haineuses devraient être bloquées ou fermées, les contenus haineux étant interdits dans les médias
sociaux et sur Internet.
Le conﬂit en RD Congo a duré si longtemps que les gens
ont commencé à penser qu'il n'y avait aucun espoir de résolution. Les tribus tutsis - comme les Banyamulenge - dans
diﬀérentes régions du Congo risquent d'être exterminées ou
expulsées de leurs foyers d'origine. Parmi les autres points
chauds de la RD Congo, citons Beni, dans le Nord-Kivu, où
des milliers de personnes ont été brutalement tuées, et l'Ituri,
dans le nord-est de la RD Congo (l'une des 21 nouvelles
provinces créées en 2015 à partir de l'ancienne province orientale). Et les Batwa - un peuple autochtone primitif, connu
sous le nom de Twa, qui vit en RD Congo, au Rwanda et au
Burundi - ont été victimes de discrimination pendant de
nombreuses années. Ils n'ont pratiquement aucune
représentation à aucun niveau de direction dans la politique
locale, régionale ou nationale.
Le gouvernement n'a pas la volonté politique de maintenir la paix et la sécurité, et le pays est divisé, avec des milliers de vies en grand danger. L'ONU a déployé l'une de ses
plus grandes missions de maintien de la paix au cours des 17
Continued on page 22
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HATA HIVYO,BIMA NI NINI?

Naye Jeffrey Lee
Bima ni sehemu muhimu ya maisha nchini Marekani. Inaweza kulinda watu kutokana na uharibifu wa kifedha, ikiwa
kama nyumba yao inateketea kwa moto, gari lao limeharibiwa katika ajali ya gari - au husababisha uharibifu wa
gari la mtu mwingine - au wakifanikiwa kushtakiwa, na
kuambiwa walipe pesa kwa mtu mwingine. Watu wengi
hawana pesa za kutosha au mali wakati janga au kurekebisha
kwa kiasi kikubwa mali zao (kama vile gari au nyumba), au
mali ya wengine. Walakini, ikiwa wana bima, kampuni
hugharamia gharama badala yake. Malipo ya bima huenea
kwa majeraha ya aina yoyote yaliyosababishwa kwa wengine
katika ajali. Kwa njia hii, kila mtu analindwa kutokana na
ajali na haﬂa ambazo zingeharibu maisha yake kifedha.
Kisheria bima inahitajika kwa kuendesha gari au biashara,
na kusalimisha rehani kwenye nyumba.
Kwa kubeba sera ya bima, mteja hulipa kampuni pesa kidogo, inayoitwa tuzo. Hii inaweza kufanywa kila mwezi, au
chini ya mara kwa mara kwa nyongeza ndogo ndogo, ikiwa
mmiliki wa sera anataka. Kampuni hukusanya tuzo kutoka
kwa wenye sera wengi. Halafu, wakati mmoja wa wenye sera
anapata ajali, na kuhitaji kutumia bima yao, wanajaza kile
kinachoitwa dai. Wakati wa madai, kampuni ya bima inalipa
pesa zozote zinazohitajika, kwa hivyo mwenye sera si lazima kulipa. Kuna wakati mwingine punguzo kwenye sera ya
bima, ambayo ni kiasi cha pesa mmiliki wa sera anawajibika
wakati wa madai.
Kwa mfano: John anachukua sera ya magari, ambayo
analipia $ 70 kwa mwezi. Anagonga gari lake, nalo linaharibika. Kampuni ya bima huamua kuwa itagharimu $
4,000 kwa John kubadilisha gari lake na lingine la mwaka
huo huo, aina hiyo, na mfano huo huo. John ana punguzo la
$ 500, kwa hivyo kampuni inampa $ 3,500 kwa nafasi ya
kubadili gari lake. Wanaweza kumudu kufanya hivyo, kwa
sababu maelfu ya wamiliki wengine wa sera pia walilipa
kampuni malipo yao mwezi huo, wakati ni asilimia ndogo tu
yao wanahitaji kufungua madai. Kwa hivyo John anapata
gari la badilisho, ingawa analipa tu $ 70 kwa mwezi.
Tafadhali fuatia safu hii ya nakala za kila mwezi ili ujifunze juu ya mada kama:
• Bima ya gari kwa madereva walio na leseni ya kimataifa.
• Kuendesha gari kwa Uber au Ly na tukio la malipo ya
tuzo la bima.
• Umuhimu wa bima ya upangaji, ikiwa unapangisha
nyumba au chumba.
• Jinsi ya kupata bima ya gari kwa wale ambao awali hawajaipata.
• Madereva wachanga na bima ya gari.
• kulipia bima biashara yako mpya.
• kulipia bima nyumba yako mpya.

UMOJA WA MATATIFA HUSEMA KUWA HATUA
ZA KUELEKEA UPONYAJI WA KITAIFA SUDAN
KUSINI HAZITOSHI
By Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Ripoti ya Umoja wa Mataifa iliyofunuliwa mwezi huu
inaonyesha kwamba Sudan Kusini haijafanya maendeleo
makubwa kuelekea uponyaji wa vidonda vya taifa hilo
changa miaka kwa miwili baada ya kumalizika kwa vita vya
wenyewe kwa wenyewe vilivyochukua maisha ya watu
40,000 na kuwahamisha zaidi ya watu milioni mbili.
Jumuiya ya Wapasha habari( Associated Press) imeripoti
kuwa badala ya uponyaji, nchi hiyo iko inagawanyika katika
mikato ya ukabila, pamoja na wanasiasa wanaowapa silaha
jamii kugongana wao kwa wao. Hii haitawashangaza wasomaji wa Amjambo Africa, ambayo imeripoti katika nakala
zilizopita juu ya mgawanyiko wa viongozi wa kisiasa wa
ngazi za juu wa Sudan Kusini kwa kitambulisho cha ukabila
Ripoti ya Tume ya Haki za Binadamu nchini Sudan Kusini,
ambayo iliwasilishwa kwa Baraza la Haki za Binadamu la
Umoja wa Mataifa, inataja uﬁsadi uliokithiri kama hatari
kwa uponyaji wa taifa, na inabainisha kuwa viongozi wa
Sudan Kusini wanaonyesha nia ndogo la kisiasa kwa kushtaki uhalifu mkubwa, na badala ya hiyo wanaendelea hata
sasa kuwapa silaha wanamgambo katika jamii zao.
Kulingana na ripoti hiyo hiyo, unyanyasaji wa kijinsia na
uhaba wa chakula vinaendelea kuchochea mzozo unaozidi
kuongezeka katika nchi, ambao inaorodheshwa kuwa kati
ya nchi masikini zaidi kwenye faharisi ya maendeleo ya kibinadamu. Mbali na kule kuishi katika mizozo isiyo na
mwisho, zaidi ya nusu ya idadi ya watu wa Sudan Kusini
wana njaa, hali ambayo ilizidishwa kuwa mbaya kutokana
na mafuriko ambayo yamesababisha wengi kutoka majumbani mwao tangu mwezi wa Julai.
Wakaaji wapya wa Maine wenye asili ya Sudani Kusini
ambao wamezungumza na Amjambo Africa siku zilizopita
wakionyesha matumaini ya kupona kwa haraka kwa taifa

baada ya viongozi hasimu kuvunja patano ya makubaliano
ya amani mnamo Februari 2020 iliyolenga kumaliza migogoro ya silaha na kuiunda serikali ya umoja. Kinyume na
matumaini hayo,ripoti ya Umoja wa Mataifa imefunua kuwa
wahusika wa taifa wanaendelea kupeana silaha
wanamgambo wa ndani kwa lengo la kushambulia jamii jirani. Na haya yote yanatokea licha ya vikwazo vya silaha
vilivyoamriwa na Umoja wa Mataifa.
Serikali imetupia mbali ripoti ya Umoja wa Mataifa.
“Ripoti hizi zote zimeandikwa na watu wanao keti vizuri
katika hoteli za Juba. Wanaandika ripoti kama hizo ili
kuhakikisha wanaendelea [katika nafasi zao], amesema
”msemaji wa serikali Michael Makuei, ambaye pia
alithibitisha kuwa nchi kwa kweli inatekeleza makubaliano
ya amani.
Nchi hii yenye utajiri wa mafuta inapambana na shida za
kiuchumi, pamoja na kushuka kwa thamani kwa sarafu
yake. Reuters inaripoti kuwa mnamo Julai 2020 benki kuu
ya nchi iliishiwa na akiba ya fedha za kigeni. Baraza la
Mawaziri lilikutana Ijumaa, Oktoba 9 na kukubali kupitisha
sarafu mpya na kuacha pauni ya zamani ya Sudan Kusini ili
kuokoa uchumi. Sudan Kusini ina akiba ya tatu kwa ukubwa
wa hifadhi ya mafuta katika bara la Afrika, baada ya Nigeria na Libya.
Sudan Kusini ilipata uhuru wake kutoka kwa Sudan
mnamo mwaka wa 2011 lakini ikaingia vitani tena miaka
miwili baadaye, wakati Rais Salva Kiir na naibu wake Riek
Machar walipoanza ugomvi kati yao. Baadaye, chini ya upatanishi, viongozi waliungana tena mikono katika juhudi za
kutuliza nchi. Inakubaliwa sana kuwa ikiwa nchi itapona,
viongozi hao wawili watahitaji kutumika pamoja, na
kwamba kile watakacho waambia makabila yao na wafuasi
wao kitakuwa ufunguo wa mchakato wa amani.

WAKUU WA NCHI WAJADILIANA AMANI NA UTULIVU
KATIKA KANDA LA MAZIWA MAKUU YA AFRICA
Naye Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Marais Museveni (Uganda), Kagame (Rwanda), Joao
Lourenco (Angola) na Felix Tshisekedi (DR Congo) walikutana karibu Oktoba 7 kujadili amani na usalama katika
Kanda ya Maziwa Makuu ya Afrika. Mkutano wao uliendelea na mazungumzo yaliyolenga kupata suluhisho kwa utata
wa uhusiano unaoendelea kati ya Rwanda na Uganda,
pamoja na jinsi ya kuleta utulivu katika Jamhuri ya
Kidemokrasia ya Kongo inayokaliwa na waasi wengi. Mwaalikwa mwengine kwenye mkutano huo ni Burundi, ambaye
hakukubali mwaliko huo, akipendekeza kuweko
mazungumzo ya pande zote mbili.
New Vision inaripoti kuwa Felix Tshisekedi wa Kongo
ndiye alikuwa mwenye kiti wa mkutano huo. Alihudhuria
kutoka Goma, mji mkuu wa Jimbo la Kivu Kaskazini la
Congo, ambalo ni eneo lenye mamia ya vikundi vya waasi
ambavyo vimewahamisha mamilioni ya watu - baadhi yao
wamoja wamepata hifadhi Maine. Kulingana na taarifa ya
mwisho ya mkutano huo, wakuu wa nchi walifufua juhudi
zao za kutokomeza vikundi vyote vyenye silaha vinavyo endesha uasi katika mkoa huo.
Uganda, DR Congo, Rwanda, na Burundi hugawana mipaka, na vikundi vyenye silaha vinavyojitokeza katika nchi
moja mara nyingi huonekana katika nchi nyingine, hali ambayo inalazimisha mataifa hayo kupatana mmoja na lingine.
Marais pia wamekubaliana kufanya kazi pamoja dhidi ya
mitandao ya kikanda na ya kimataifa nyuma ya unyonyaji
haramu wa maliasili katika mkoa huo, ambao moja kwa
moja inachangia kwa ukatili.
Wakuu wa Nchi walidai kuwa wanahisi kulazimika
kushirikiana kumaliza vurugu vurugu za mara kwa mara na
kupanga pamoja mradi wa kusanikisha utulivu katika mkoa,
ili kuchochea biashara na uwekezaji bidhaa. Mkutano
ulikuwa umepangwa hapo awali kuwa mkusanyiko wa watu,
lakini COVID-19 iliusukumia kwenda kwa muundo wa fomati halisi. Rais Evariste Ndayishimiye wa Burundi alikataa
kuhudhuria mkutano huo lakini alikutana na Waziri wa
Mambo ya nje wa Congo, ambaye alisaﬁri kwenda Burundi
kabla ya mkutano huo.
Burundi, DR Congo, Rwanda, na Uganda huunda eneo
linalojulikana kama Kanda ya Maziwa Makuu ya Afrika.
Amjambo Africa hapo awali iliripoti juu ya kufungwa kwa
mipaka kati ya Rwanda na Uganda ambayo inasimamisha
biashara ya kuvuka mpaka. Uhusiano kati ya Burundi na
Rwanda ulisambaratika kufuatia jaribio la mapinduzi
lililoshindwa 2015 nchini Burundi, bila kuweko na ishara
ya kurekebishwa kwa siku za usoni. Mpaka wa mashariki wa
DR Congo, unaoshirikiwa na Rwanda, Burundi, na Uganda
umekuwa waziwazi sifuri kwa vikundi vyenye silaha. Rais
Tshisekedi anataka msaada wa wenzao kutokomeza vikundi
hivi, ambavyo vimeua maisha ya watu wengi katika eneo
hilo. Joao Lourenco wa Angola amekuwa na jukumu la
mpatanishi katika mazungumzo ya kuhalalisha tena uhusiano wa Rwanda na Uganda.

MHARIRI WA MCHAPISHAJI
“Kila kilicho na mwanzo kina mwisho”
Katika enzi ambayo ulimwengu unakaa kimya mbele ya
ukatili unaoendelea kufanywa Kusini mwa Sudan, Siria,
Jamhuri ya Afrika ya Kati, na Somalia, kwa kutaja wachache
tu, Dk.Gregory H. Stanton, Rais mwanzilishi na Mwenyekiti wa uchunguzi wa Mauaji ya Kimbari, alitoa mada kuu
mnamo Septemba tarehe 26 yenye kichwa, "Watu wasiotakikana na Mipaka ya kupigania Uraia: Rohingya, Banyamulenge, na Wengine." Alitumia visa vya wa Rohingya na
Banyamulenge ili kuelezea hatua za hatua na ngazi tofauti
za mauaji ya kimbari, na kuonya juu ya athari za kutochukua
hatua wakati viongozi wa ulimwengu wana nyamaza kimya
kwa wakati wowote wa majaribio ya kumaliza watu.
Warohingya na Banyamulenge wote wawili ni makabila
chache, hivyo basi, kutoka Myanmar na Jamhuri ya
Kidemokrasia ya Congo. Wote wawili wamelengwa na makabila mengine katika nchi zao na kubaguliwa kimfumo.
Wote wawili kwa sasa wanakabiliwa na kufukuzwa kutoka
nchi walimozaliwa, na uwezekano wa kutokuwepo. Huko
Minembwe, mashariki mwa jamuhuri ya Congo, zaidi ya
Banyamulenge kama 150,000 wamenukuliwa kukimbia vijiji, ambavyo vimechomwa moto. Wakimbizi hawa sasa
wanaishi katika kambi, katika hali ya utata, kutokana na
ukosefu wa kutosha wa msaada wa kibinadamu. Hii pia inafananishwa na kesi ya mamia maelfu ya Warohingya,
waliokimbia makazi yao na sasa wanaishi katika hali mbaya
huko Bangladesh. Dkt Stanton alisema kuwa kesi za Rohingya na Banyamulenge zinafananishwa kabisa na
ufafanuzi unao endelea wa mauaji ya kimbari, ambayo inayoendelea kupitia hatua 10 zinazoweza kutabirika - lakini
haziepukiki.
Stanton aliwataka watu kuchunguza na kushinikiza
serikali kuingilia kati mara wanapotambua kuwa hatua zinachukuliwa kuelekea mauaji ya kimbari. Kwa kila ngazi,
hatua za kuzuia zinaweza kuchukuliwa kusimamisha kasi.
Maendeleo hayaendi kwa usawa, na hatua zinaweza kujitokeza wakati huo huo. Hii pamoja na: uainishaji, uashiriaji,
ubaguzi, udhalilishaji, shirika, ubaguzi, maandalizi, mateso,
ukomeshaji, na kukataa. Moja ya hatua hatari zaidi ni udhalilishaji, wakati kundi moja la watu linakanusha ubinadamu wa kundi lingine, na washiriki wa kikundi hicho
cha ubaguzi wanafananishwa na wanyama, wadudu,
wadudu, au majina ya magonjwa. Hii inawezesha washambulizi kuamini wanaua wanyama, badala ya wanadamu
wenzao, wakati wa hatua ya kuangamiza.
Banguko la matamshi ya chuki yanayosambaa hivi sasa
kwenye mitandao ya kijamii nchini Myanmar na DR Congo
yakilenga Warohingya na Banyamulenge ina nguvu ya propaganda, na viongozi wa kimataifa wangepaswa haraka kulaani na ku shutumu hotuba kama hiyo. Wangepaswa
kushtaki watawala viongozi wanaoruhusu kurushwa
hewani, ambayo inaweza sababisha kuendea kwa mauaji ya
kimbari. Wahusika wabaya wangepaswa kupigwa marufuku
kwa kusaﬁri kimataifa na mali zao za kigeni kufungiwa, na
vituo vya redio za chuki zingepaswa kuzuiwa au kufungwa,
na maudhui ya chuki yaliyo pigwa marufuku kutoka kwa
media ya kijamii, na mtandao
Mzozo nchini DR Congo umeendelea kwa muda mrefu
hivi kiasi kwamba watu wameanza kuﬁkiria hakuna matumaini ya kutatuliwa. Makabila ya kitutsi - kama vile Banyamulenge - katika maeneo tofauti ya Congo wako katika
hatari ya kugandamizwa au kufukuzwa kutoka ma nyumbani kwao walikozaliwa. Sehemu zingine za moto nchini DR
Congo ni pamoja na Beni, Kivu Kaskazini, ambapo maelfu
ya watu wameuawa kikatili, na Ituri, kaskazini mashariki
mwa jamuhuri ya DR Congo (moja ya majimbo 21 mapya
yaliyoundwa mwaka wa 2015 kutoka Jimbo la zamani la
Mashariki). Na Batwa – makabila ya kiasili, ya watu wanaojulikana kama Twa, ambao wanaishi DR Congo, Rwanda,
na Burundi - wamekuwa wakibaguliwa kwa miaka mingi.
Karibu hawana na wawakilishi katika viwango vyovyote vya
uongozi katika siasa za mitaa, mkoa, au kitaifa.
Serikali haina dhamira ya kisiasa ya kudumisha amani na
usalama, na nchi imegawanyika, pamoja na maelfu ya watu
wako katika hatari kubwa. Umoja wa Mataifa umetuma
moja ya ujumbe wake mkubwa zaidi wa kulinda amani kwa
miaka 17 iliyopita, lakini imeshindwa kuleta amani, na watu
wasio na hatia wanaendelea kufa mikononi mwa aina mbalimbali za vikundi vya wanamgambo. Vikundi vyenye silaha
huajiri vijana ambao hutangatanga kote nchini bila matumaini yoyote ya kwenda shule na kupata kazi. Hii ni sehemu
ya mzunguko wa migogoro isiyo na mwisho.
Masilahi ya kimataifa yananyonya maliasili ya Congo, na
kufanya biashara ya kusaﬁrisha masasi ambayo inaangukia
mikononi mwa watu wasiowajibika wanaochochea mauaji
na ubakaji wa mamilioni ya wanawake. Maﬁsadi maaﬁsa wa
serikali hutumia rasilimali za umma kwa maslahi yao binafsi na wanashindwa kutolea huduma za kimsingi.
Continued on page 22
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QARAMADA MIDOOBAY AYAA SHEEGTAY IN TILAABOOYINKA
LOO QAADAY DHANKA BOGSASHADA QARAN EE KOONFURTA
SUUDAAN AYSAN KU FILNEYN
Waxaa qoray: Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Warbixin ay soo saartay Qaramada Midoobay oo bishaan
la shaaciyay ayaa muujineysa in Koonfurta Suudaan aysan
horumar la taaban karo ka sameynin bogsiinta dhaawacyada qarankan dhalinyarada ah labo sano ka dib markii uu
dhamaaday dagaal sokeeye. taasi oo galaafatay nolosha
40,000 ayna barakicisay in kabadan laba milyan oo qof.
Wakaaladda wararka ee Associated Press ayaa ku warantay in halkii laga bogsan lahaa, uu waddanku ka jajaban
yahay qaab qabiileed, iyadoo siyaasiyiintu ay isku hubeynayaan beello iska soo horjeeda. Tani lama ﬁlaan ku noqon
mayso aqristayaasha Amjambo Africa, oo maqaallo hore ku
soo daabacay kala qeybinta hoggaamiyeyaasha siyaasadeed
ee ugu sarreeya South Sudan sida loo kala aqoonsaday.
Warbixinta Guddiga Xuquuqda Aadanaha ee Koonfurta
Suudaan, oo la horgeeyay Golaha Xuquuqda Aadanaha ee
Qaramada Midoobay, waxaa lagu magacaabay musuqmaasuq baahsan oo khatar ku ah bogsiinta qaranka, waxayna
xustay in mas'uuliyiinta Koonfurta Suudaan ay muujinayaan
rabitaan siyaasadeed oo yar oo lagu maxkamadeeyo
dambiyada culus. taas badalkeedana waxay hubeynayaan
maleeshiyo beeleedkooda.
Sida lagu sheegay warbixinta, rabshadaha galmada iyo
cunno yarida ayaa sii hurinaya dagaalada kasii daraya ee
wadanka ka socda, oo lagu qiimeeyo wadamada ugu saboolsan guud ahaan horumarka aadanaha. Marka lagu daro
ku noolaanshaha iskahorimaadka weligiis ah, in ka badan
kala bar dadka Koonfurta Suudaan ayaa gaajaysan, xaalad
ka sii dartay daadadka oo ku qasbay in badan oo ka mid ah
guryahooda tan iyo bishii Luulyo.
New Mainers oo ka socda Koonfurta Suudaan oo horay
ula hadlay Amjambo Afrika ayaa rajo ka muujiyay soo
kabashada degdegga ah ee umadda ka dib markii hoggaamiyeyaasha iska soo horjeeda ay jebiyeen heshiiskii
nabadda ee bishii Febraayo 2020 ee loogu talagalay in lagu
soo aaro khilaafaadka hubeysan iyo in la dhiso dowlad
midnimo. Si kastaba ha noqotee, lid ku ah rajadooda, si
kastaba ha ahaatee, warbixinta Qaramada Midoobay waxay
sheegaysaa in jilayaasha qaran ee qarsoon ay hub ku hubeynayaan maleeshiyada maxalliga ah si ay u weeraraan beelaha deriska ah. Oo waxaas oo dhami waxay dhacayaan in
kasta oo cunaqabatayn xagga hubka ah lagu amray.
Dawladdu way diiday warbixinta UN-ka. Dhammaan
warbixinnadan waxaa qoray dad si raaxo leh ugu fadhiya
hudheelada Juba. Waxay qoraan warbixino noocan oo kale
ah si loo dammaanad qaado sii wadida [jagooyinkooda],
”ayuu yiri aayeenka xukuumadda Michael Makuei, oo
sidoo kale caddeeyay in dalku dhab ahaantii fulinayo heshiiska nabadeed.
Dalka shidaalka qaniga ku ah wuxuu la dagaalamayaa
dhibaato dhaqaale, oo ay kujirto qiimo dhac aad u daran oo
ku yimid lacagtiisa. Wakaalada wararka ee Reuters ayaa ku
warantay in bishii July ee sanadka 2020 bangiga dhexe ee
dalka uu ka dhamaaday keydka saria lacagaha qalaad. Golaha Wasiiradu waxay kulmeen Jimcihii, 9-kii Oktoobar
waxayna isku raaceen in lacag cusub la qaato oo la laalo
lacagtii hore ee Koonfurta Suudaan si dhaqaalaha loo badbaadiyo. Koonfurta Suudaan waxay leedahay keydka seddexaad ee ugu.
Koonfurta Suudaan waxay ku guuleysatay
madaxbanaanideeda Suudaan sanadkii 2011 laakiin waxay
mar labaad dagaal ku soo laabatay labo sano ka dib, markii
Madaxweyne Salva Kiir iyo ku xigeenkiisa Riek Machar ay
bilaabeen khilaaf. Markii dambe, dhexdhexaadin, hoggaamiyeyaashu mar labaad ayay gacmaha is qabsadeen iyagoo dadaal ugu jira xasilinta dalka. Waxaa si weyn loo wada
qirsan yahay in hadii la doonayo in dalka uu bogsado loo
baahan yahay in labada hogaamiye ay wada shaqeeyaan,
wixii ay u sheegaan qabiilooyinkooda.
MADAXDA DOWLAD GOBOLEEDYADA AYAA KA WADA
HADLAY NABADA IYO XASILOONIDA GOBOLKA HAROOYINKA
WAA WEYN EE AFRIKA.
Waxaa qora: Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Madaxweynayaasha Museveni (Uganda), Kagame
(Rwanda), Joao Lourenco (Angola) iyo Felix Tshisekedi (DR
Congo) waxay kulmeen gebi ahaanba Oktoobar 7 si ay uga
wada hadlaan nabadda iyo amniga Gobolka Harooyinka
Waaweyn ee Afrika. Kulankooda ayaa sii waday wadahadalada loogu talagalay xal u helida xiriirka sii socda ee u
dhexeeya Rwanda iyo Uganda, iyo sidoo kale sidii xasillooni
looga abuuri lahaa mucaaradka aadka u gumeysta.
New Vision ayaa qortay in Felix Tshisekedi oo reer Congo
ah uu martigaliyay shir madaxeedka. Wuxuu ka soo qeyb

galay magaalada Goma, caasimada Koongada Woqooyiga
Kivu, oo ah aag cariiri ah oo ay ku nool yihiin boqolaal ka
mid ah kooxaha fallaagada ah ee barakiciyay malaayiin dad
ah - qaar ka mid ahna ay gabaad ka heleen Maine. Sida ku
xusan war murtiyeedka ka soo baxay kulanka, madaxda
dowlad goboleedyadu waxay dib u soo cusbooneysiiyeen
dadaalkooda ku aadan ciribtirka kooxaha hubeysan ee ka
howlgala gobolka.
Uganda, DR Congo, Rwanda, iyo Burundi waxay wadaagaan xuduudo, kooxaha hubeysan ee ka soo goosanaya hal
wadan ayaa inta badan mar kale ka soo muuqada wadan
kale, xaalad ku qasbeysa dowladaha inay wax wada qabtaan.
Madaxweynayaasha ayaa sidoo kale isku raacay in laga
hortago shabakadaha gobolka iyo kuwa caalamiga ah ee ka
dambeeya ka faa’iideysiga sharci darada ah ee kheyraadka
dabiiciga ee gobolka, taasi oo si dadban gacan uga geysata
rabshadaha.
Madaxdu waxay caddeeyeen inay dareemayaan inay
khasab ku tahay inay iska kaashadaan joojinta rabshadaha
soo noqnoqday iyo in la dejiyo xasilloonida gobolka, si loo
dhiirrigeliyo ganacsiga iyo maalgashiga. Shirka ayaa markii
hore loo qorsheeyay sidii qof-isu imaatin, laakiin COVID19 ayaa ku riixay qaab muuqaal ah. Madaxweynaha Evariste
Ndayishimiye ee Burundi wuxuu diiday inuu kaqeyb galo
kulanka laakiin wuxuu lakulmay Wasiirka Arimaha Dibada
ee Congo, oo safray Burundi kahor shirkii.
Burundi, DR Congo, Rwanda, iyo Uganda ayaa ah aagga
lagu tilmaamo gobolka harooyinka waa weyn ee Afrika. Amjambo Africa ayaa horay uga warbixisay xirnaanshaha xuduudaha u dhexeeya Rwanda iyo Uganda oo hakad galiyay
ganacsiga xuduudaha. Xiriirkii u dhaxeeyay Burundi iyo
Rwanda ayaa kala jabay kadib isku daygii afgembi dhicisoobay.
Kila kitu kina mwanzo na mwisho
WAXWALBA WAXAY LEEYIHIIN BILAW IYO DHAMAAD.
Xilli aduunku inta badan aamusanyahay marka laga hadlayo xasuuqa joogtada ah ee ka socda South Sudan, Syria,
Republic of Central Africa, Somalia, kaliya in la xuso in yar,
Dr. Gregory H. Stanton, madaxweynihii aasaasay iyo gudoomiyaha Genocide Watch, wuxuu bixiyay muxaadaro ku
saabsan Sebtember 26 oo cinwaankeedu ahaa, \"Dadka aan
la rabin iyo Xuduudaha Halganka Jinsiyadda Rohingya,
Banyamulenge, iyo Kuwa Kale.\" Wuxuu adeegsaday kiisaska
Rohingya.
Rohingya iyo Banyamulenge labaduba waa qabiilooyinka
laga tirada badan yahay, kana kala yimid Myanmar iyo DR
Congo, siday u kala horreeyaan. Labadaba waxaa bartilmaameedsaday qabiilooyinka kale ee dalalkooda ku nool
waxayna la kulmeen takoor nidaamsan. Labadooduba hadda
waxay wajahayaan in laga saaro dalalkooda, iyo suuragalnimada in la baabi'iyo. Magaalada Minembwe, Bariga Koongo,
in ka badan 150,000 Banyamulenge ayaa ka qaxay tuulooyin,
kuwaas oo lagu gubay dhulka.
Labadooduba hadda waxay wajahayaan in laga saaro
dalalkooda, iyo suuragalnimada in la baabi'iyo. Magaalada
Minembwe, Bariga Koongo, in ka badan 150,000 Banyamulenge ayaa ka qaxay tuulooyin, kuwaas oo lagu gubay dhulka.
Dadkan barakacayaasha ah ayaa hadda ku nool xeryo, iyaga
oo aan helin gargaar sababtoo ah la'aanta gargaar bani'aadamnimo oo ku ﬁlan. Tani waxay sidoo kale la mid tahay
boqolaal kun oo Rohingya ah, oo ka qaxay guryahoodii kuna
nool xaalad aad u xun Bangladesh. Dr. Stanton wuxuu sheegay in kiisaska Rohingya iyo.
Dr. Stanton wuxuu dadka ku booriyay inay feejignaadaan,
dawladahana ku cadaadiyaan inay soo faragaliyaan markay
gartaan in talaabooyin loo qaadayo xasuuqa. Marxalad kasta
waxaa jira tallaabooyin ka hortag ah oo la qaadi karo si loo
joojiyo xawaaraha. Horumarku ma aha mid toosan, heerarkuna si isku mid ah ayey u dhici karaan. Kuwaas waxaa ka
mid ah kala sooc, astaan, takoorid, bani-aadminimo,
abaabul, kala qaybin, diyaarin, cadaadis, dabargoyn, iyo diidmo Mid ka mid ah marxaladaha ugu halista badan waa
bini-aadamnimada, marka koox ka mid ah dadka ay daﬁraan dadnimada koox kale, xubnaha ka tirsan kooxda la
takoorayna waxaa loo ekaysiiyaa xayawaanka, cayayaanka,
cayayaanka, ama magacyada cudurrada. Tani waxay awood
u siinaysaa gardarooyinka inay rumaystaan inay wax dilayaan.
Qiyaasta hadalada naceybka ah ee hada ku faafaya baraha
bulshada ee Myanmar iyo DR Congo ee lagu bartilmaameedsanayo Rohingya iyo Banyamulenge waa aalad dacaayad xoog leh, hogaamiyaasha caalamkuna waa inay si deg
deg ah oo adag u cambaareeyaan hadalka noocaas ah, oo ay
maxkamad la soo taagaan maamulada iyo dadka aqoonta leh
ee u ogolaada in la sii daayo, taas oo kicinaysa xasuuq. Jilayaasha xun waa in laga mamnuuco safarka caalamiga ah
oo hantidooda ajaanibta ah la fariisiyo, waana in la xiraa ama
la xiraa idaacadaha nacaybka ku jira, iyagoo wata nacayb
nacayb.

Colaadda ka taagan DR Congo waa ay sii dheeraatay ilaa ay
dadku bilaabeen in ay ka ﬁkiraan in rajo laga qabin xalka.
Qabaa'ilka Tutsi-ka sida Banyamulenge - oo ku kala yaal
aagag kala duwan oo ka tirsan Kongo waxay halis ugu jiraan
in la dabar jaro ama laga saaro guryahooda hooyo.
Meelaha kale ee kulul ee DR Congo waxaa ka mid ah Beni,
Waqooyiga Kivu, halkaas oo boqolaal qof si arxan daro ah
loogu dilay, iyo Ituri, Bariga DR Congo. Iyo Batwa - dadkii
hore ee wadaniga ahaa, laakiin sidoo kale loo yaqaan Twa,
oo laga helay DR Congo, Rwanda, iyo Burundi ayaa la
takooray sanado badan. Waxay ku leeyihiin matalaad la'aan
heer kasta oo hoggaamineed oo ah siyaasadda deegaanka,
gobol, ama qaran.
Dawladdu malaha rabitaan siyaasadeed oo ay ku ilaaliso
nabadgelyada iyo amniga, dalkuna waa kala qaybsan yahay,
iyadoo kumanaan kun oo qof ay ku jiraan khatar weyn Q.M
waxay galisay mid kamid ah howlaheeda nabad ilaalineed
ee ugu waaweynaa abid muddo 17 sano ah, laakiin dad aan
waxba galabsan ayaa wali ku dhinta gacanta kooxaha
maleeshiyada. Kooxaha hubeysan waxay qortaan dhalinyaro
ku meeraysta wadanka oo aan rajo ka qabin inay iskuul
dhigtaan iyo inay shaqo helaan.
Tani waa qayb ka mid ah meertada khilaafaadka aan
dhammaadka lahayn. Danaha kaladuwan ayaa ka faa’iideysta kheyraadka Congo, iyo ka ganacsiga rasaasta oo ku
dhacda gacanta dad aan masuul ka aheyn ayaa sii hurisa
dilka iyo kufsiga malaayiin haween ah. Masuuliyiinta
dowlada ee musuqmaasuqa ku kaca ayaa hantida shacabka
u adeegsada danahooda shaqsiyadeed waxayna ku
fashilmaan fulinta adeegyada aasaasiga ah.
Albert Einstein mar wuxuu yiri, \"Dunida ma baabi'in
doono kuwa xumaanta sameeya, laakiin waxaa baabi'in
doona kuwa iyaga daawada iyaga oo aan waxba qaban.\"
Waxaan dhamaanteen door ku leenahay geedi socodka joojinta xasuuqa adduunka. Waan awoodnaa waana inaan
adeegsanaa codadkeena si aan uhadalno, uguna yeerno
hogaamiyaasha inay si dhaqso leh wax uga qabtaan, kahor
inta aan dad badan oo aan waxba galabsan la bartilmaameedsado oo la dilo.
Laga soo bilaabo 1996, rabshadaha ayaa sababay dhimashada in ka badan 5.4 milyan oo qof gudaha DR Congo.
Laga soo bilaabo 2017, in ka badan 900,000 Rohingya ayaa
laga qasbay inay ka baxaan Myanmar oo ay galaan xeryaha
Bangladesh. Immisa kale ayaa qasab ah inay ku dhacaan?
Beesha caalamkuna ma wax ka qaban doontaa.
WAA MAXAY CAYMISKU, SI KASTA?
Waxaa qoray Jeﬀrey Lee surance Caymisku waa qayb
muhiim u ah nolosha Mareykanka. Waxay ka ilaalin kartaa
dadka burburka dhaqaale, haddii ay dhacdo in gurigooda
uu gubto, gaarigooda uu shil gaari ku xumaado - ama ay
waxyeelo u geystaan gaari qof kale leeyahay - ama si guul ah
ayaa loo dacweeyaa, waxaana loo sheegaa inay lacag siiyaan
qof kale.
Dadka badankood ma haystaan lacag ama hanti ku ﬁlan
marka ay dhacdo musiibo oo ay ku bedesho ama si weyn u
dayactirto midkood hantidooda (sida baabuur ama guri),
ama hantida dadka kale. Si kastaba ha noqotee, haddii ay
leeyihiin caymis, shirkaduhu waxay daboolaan kharashyada
halkii. Bixinta caymisku waxay gaarsiisan tahay wixii
dhaawac ah ee dadka kale uga yimaada shil.
Sidan oo kale, qof walba waxaa laga ilaaliyaa shilalka iyo
dhacdooyinka haddii kale dhaqaale ahaan nolosha baabi'in
kara. Caymiska sharci ahaan ayaa looga baahan yahay inuu
ku shaqeeyo baabuur ama ganacsi, iyo inuu deyn ku helo
guri.
Si loo qaado caymiska, macmiilku wuxuu siiyaa shirkad
lacag yar, oo loo yaqaan 'premium'. Tan waxaa la samayn
karaa bil kasta, ama inyar oo soo noqnoqota, qaybo
waaweyn, haddii siyaasad-qaadaha uu doorbido. Shirkaddu
waxay ka soo ururisaa qiimo cayiman dad badan oo
siyaasadda wax ka leh.
Kadib, marka mid ka mid ah kuwa siyaasadleyda ah uu
shil galo, oo uu u baahan yahay inuu isticmaalo
caymiskooda, waxay xareeyaan waxa loogu yeero sheegasho.
Inta lagu guda jiro sheegashada, shirkadda caymiska ayaa
bixisa wax alla wixii lacag ah ee loo baahan yahay, markaa
qasab ma ahan in milkiilaha siyaasaddu bixiyo. Mararka
qaarkood waxaa jira wax laga jari karo oo ku saabsan
caymiska, taas oo ah xaddiga lacagta ee uu qoa mas'uul ka
ahi masuul ka yahay muddada dalabku socdo.
Tusaale ahaan John wuxuu wataa siyaasad baabuur, oo uu
ku bixiyo $ 70 bishii. Wuxuu ku dhacaa gaadhigiisa, waana
la burburiyey. Shirkadda caymiska ayaa go'aamisay in John
ay ku kici doonto $ 4,000 si loogu beddelo gaarigiisa mid ka
mid ah isla sanadkaas, sameynta, iyo moodeelka. John
waxaa laga jarayaa $ 500, marka shirkaddu waxay siisaa $
3,500 si uu ugu beddelo gaarigiisa.
Continued on page 24
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COVID-19 remains grave danger as
cases rise in Maine
COVID-19 infection case rates have
risen in Maine in recent weeks, and
experts are warning the public that
the virus has the potential to spiral
out of control if safety
measures are ignored.
e daily total of
new cases in Maine
on October 25th was at
its highest level since
late May, and all counties in
Maine are experiencing moderate to substantial community transmission, according to the Maine Center for Disease
Control and Prevention.
Masks, social distancing, and hand washing remain the most important steps Mainers can take to protect themselves, their families, and the community, experts say. ey
urge Mainers to remain vigilant, and not give in to “COVID fatigue.” ey warn against
believing false rumors that are not based on science. e virus continues to be extremely dangerous, and masks help prevent the spread of the coronavirus, contrary to
rumor. e Maine CDC asks Mainers to answer the phone if they see that Maine CDC
contact tracers are calling. Contact tracing remains essential for controlling spread of
the virus.
Black Mainers, who make up only 1.6% of Maine’s population, count for 18% of the
state’s cases, and 3% of deaths – a startling disparity along racial lines. Frequently cited
reasons for the disparity includes poverty; people of color occupying front-line, inperson jobs that others will not ﬁll; the use of public transportation; and crowded
housing, which makes social distancing either very diﬃcult, or impossible. In Maine,
where white people make up 94.4% of the population, Black or African American people account for 22 deaths per 100,000 people, while white people account for 10 deaths
per 100,000 people. Nationwide, Black people are dying at 2.3 times the rate of white
people.
Outbreaks are reported in towns and cities all around the state, from small towns like
Brooks and Baileyville, to mid-size towns such as Brunswick, to much more populous cities such as Sanford, Lewiston, York, Augusta. Cases have cropped up in a wide
variety of sites – from an Applebee’s in Augusta, to the L.L. Bean Distribution Center,
to the Woodland pulp facility. Maine’s Pre Kindergarten through 12th-grade schools
have reported 113 cases. Open outbreaks are recorded at Sanford High School, Massabesic Middle School in East Waterboro, Community Regional Charter School, and
Coastal Ridge Elementary School in York. Over 50 schools in Maine have had at least
one active case of COVID-19. Since May, the average age of individuals in Maine diagnosed with the new coronavirus has lowered from age 51 to age 40.
e state’s largest outbreaks have been linked to two events where guidance from the
CDC was not observed. A wedding in Millinocket oﬃciated by a pastor from York
County is linked to 180 cases and 8 deaths. In Waldo County, over 57 cases have been
linked to an indoor church service held at the Brooks Pentecostal Church. Statewide,
Maine had a cumulative case count of 6,201 on October 25. e case rate was highest
in Cumberland County, with 84.5 cases per 10,000 residents; second highest was in
Androscoggin County, with 78.7 cases per 10,000; and third highest in York County,
with 66.5 cases per 10,000.
e U.S. CDC has updated its guidance regarding close contact. Someone who has
been at a distance of six feet or less for 15 cumulative minutes or more over a 24-hour
period is now considered a close contact of someone diagnosed with COVID-19. Dr.
Nirav Shah, Director of the Maine CDC, therefore encourages people to consider the
impact of short, repeated interactions, as well as long, sustained ones. Dr. Shah says
that, even while wearing a mask, someone is still considered a close contact aer a cumulative total of 15 minutes spent with an infected person.
To date, the COVID-19 pandemic has killed over 225,000 people in the United States
alone, and 1.15 million people worldwide. In Maine, 146 people have died from
COVID-19. Some experts predict the current U.S. death toll of 225,000 will double
between now and January, if precautionary protocols based on science continue to be
ignored.

Do you have a background
in journalism?
Amjambo Africa is looking for freelance
writers. If interested, send a resumé
and a writing sample to:
amjamboafrica@gmail.com

NEWS FROM AFRICA
by Jean Damascène Hakuzimana

Amjambo Africa is pleased to announce that our News from Africa feature
will be expanding over the next few issues as journalists on the ground in
Africa join our team to bring you up-to-date coverage of what’s happening on
the continent.

Heads of State discuss peace and stability in
the Great Lakes Region of Africa
Presidents Yoweri Museveni (Uganda), Paul Kagame (Rwanda), João Lourenço (Angola) and
Félix Tshisekedi (DR Congo) met virtually on October 7 to discuss peace and security in the Great
Lakes Region of Africa. eir meeting continued talks aimed at ﬁnding solutions to the ongoing
embattled relationship between Rwanda and Uganda, as well as how to create stability in the heavily rebel-occupied Democratic Republic of Congo. Also invited to the meeting was Burundi, which
passed on the invite, citing a preference for bilateral talks.
New Vision reports that Félix Tshisekedi of DR Congo hosted the summit. He attended from
Goma, the capital of DR Congo’s North Kivu Province, which is an area thick with hundreds of
rebel groups that have displaced millions of people – some of whom have found refuge in Maine.
According to the ﬁnal communique of the meeting, the heads of state rejuvenated their eﬀorts to
eradicate armed groups operating in the region.
Because Uganda, DR Congo, Rwanda, and Burundi share borders, armed groups defecting from
one country oen reappear in another, a scenario that compels the states to deal with each other.
e presidents have also agreed to work against the regional and international networks behind
the illegal exploitation of natural resources in the region, something that indirectly contributes to
the violence.
e heads of state asserted that they feel compelled to cooperate to end recurrent violence and
to project stability in the region, in order to spur trade and investment. e meeting was initially
planned as an in-person gathering, but COVID-19 pushed it to a virtual format. President Évariste
Ndayishimiye of Burundi declined to attend the meeting but did meet with the Congo’s Foreign
Minister, who traveled to Burundi prior to the summit.
Burundi, DR Congo, Rwanda, and Uganda form the area referred to as the Great Lakes Region
of Africa. Amjambo Africa has previously reported on the closure of borders between Rwanda and
Uganda that put on hold cross-border trade. Relations between Burundi and Rwanda disintegrated following a 2015 failed coup attempt in Burundi, with no sign of normalization on the
horizon. e DR Congo’s eastern border, which is shared with Rwanda, Burundi, and Uganda has
consistently been ground zero for armed groups. President Tshisekedi wants his counterparts’
support to eradicate these groups, which have killed so many lives in the region. Angola’s João
Lourenço has been playing a mediator role in the Rwanda-Uganda normalization talks.

Steps toward healing in South Sudan
are insufficient, says U.N.
A United Nations report unveiled this month indicates that South Sudan has not made signiﬁcant progress towards healing the young nation’s wounds, two years aer the end of a civil war that
took 40,000 lives and displaced more than two million people.
e Associated Press reports that instead of healing, the country is fracturing along tribal lines,
with politicians arming communities against each other. is will come as no surprise to readers
of Amjambo Africa, which has reported in previous articles on the division of South Sudan’s top
political leaders according to tribal identity.
e report by the Commission on Human Rights in South Sudan, which was presented to the
United Nations Human Rights Council, names rampant corruption as a danger to the healing of
the nation, and notes that South Sudanese authorities show little political will to prosecute serious crimes and are actually arming militias in their communities. According to the report, sexual violence and food shortages are fueling the worsening conﬂict in the country, which is ranked
among the weakest countries on common human development indexes. In addition to living
through perpetual conﬂict, more than half of South Sudan’s population is hungry, a situation worsened by ﬂoods that have forced many from their homes since July.
New Mainers from South Sudan who have talked to Amjambo Africa in the past have expressed
hope for the nation’s speedy recovery, aer rival leaders broke a peace agreement deal in February 2020 designed to end armed conﬂicts and form a unity government. Contrary to their hopes,
however, the United Nations report says that undercover national actors are arming local militias
with weapons in order to attack neighboring communities. And all of this is happening despite an
arms embargo ordered by the United Nations.
e South Sudan government rejects the U.N report. “All these reports are written by people
who are seated comfortably in Juba hotels. ey write such reports to guarantee continuity [in
their positions],” said government spokesman Michael Makuei, who also asserted that the country is in fact implementing the peace deal.
e oil-rich country is ﬁghting economic hardship, including serious depreciation of its currency. Reuters reports that in July 2020 the country’s central bank ran out of foreign exchange reserve. e Cabinet convened on Friday, October 9, and agreed to adopt a new currency and drop
the former South Sudanese pound in order to save the economy. South Sudan has the third largest
oil reserve on the African continent, aer Nigeria and Libya.
South Sudan won its independence from Sudan in 2011 but descended into war again two years
later, when President Salva Kiir and his deputy Riek Machar started feuding. Later, under mediation, the leaders joined hands again in an eﬀort to stabilize the country. It is widely acknowledged that if the country is to heal, the two leaders will need to work together, and that what they
tell their respective tribes and supporters will be key to the peace process.
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NEWS FROM
AFRICA
continued from front page

Nigerian President Buhari has condemned the protestors as unpatriotic. He has not mentioned the police killing of protesters. Amjambo Africa’s source said that, in response to demands to dismantle SARS, President Buhari simply changed the name of the police unit to
Special Weapons and Tactic Unit (SWAT), and le the rest of the unit unchanged.
An #Endsars hashtag – a call by Nigerians of all ages for the government to end SARS – has
been trending on Twitter in Nigeria for several weeks. e hashtag has also been trending internationally, including in the U.S. Protesters are using WhatsApp and online coordinated messaging to outline and broadcast their demands. ey have been sharing encounters with the
police through social media.
Protesters argue that a country that allows its police to kill and abuse people with impunity
is not a mature democracy. Amnesty International has documented 82 cases of killings, extortions, rapes, and abuses from SARS between 2017 and 2020. e Washington Post reports that
prisoners are subject to sexual assault, torture, and humiliation in police custody in Nigeria.
Nigerians have been calling for an end to SARS since at least 2016, when an oﬃcer killed a
man and ﬂed the crime scene – and the murder was caught on video. e video sparked widespread protests, and
the public shared an
avalanche of other violent
experiences
with SARS.
e protest movement has gained international traction.
CNN reports that the
Nigerian Diaspora
from the United
Kingdom, Germany,
and Canada are supporting the protesters. Kanye West has
expressed his solidarity, along with other
celebrities from the
worlds of music and
sports. All are urging
the Nigerian government to listen to the
people.
Akinwumi
Adesina, a former
minister and currently president of
the African Development Bank, has been
tweeting frequently
on the protests. “I am
stressed by the unrest
in Nigeria. e youth
are the life of our nation. ey are the present, our tomorrow, and our future. Securing the future must start with protecting their lives,” he recently tweeted.
Volunteers are also supporting the protesters. A crowdfunding eﬀort lead by the Nigerian
Feminist Coalition has raised
close to $180,000. e funds
are paying the medical bills
of injured protesters, as well
as supplying protesters with
water, food, and glucose.
Lawyers have stepped in and
have secured the release of
some detained protesters.
Small businesses are oﬀering
meals in many cities of the
country. Volunteers are documenting people’s experiences with SARS.
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Transit agencies introduce DiriGo TouchPass
METRO and South Portland Bus Service to offer free rides on Election Day

OUI Recy
e clable

NON Ne se recyclent pas

PA
APIER
-Tous les car tons, car tonnages et boîtes
de pizzas propres
-Journaux et encar ts publicitaires
-Magazines
-Lettres et cataloguess
-Sacs papier
-Papiers de bureau et enveloppes
-Papier d’emballage
-Annuaire téléphoniques
-Livres
-Assiettes en papier (prropres)
-Briques de laits et bo
outeilles de jus
-Bouteilles des boisso
ons et récipients
aseptiques
-Papiers déchiquetés
(seulment dans les sa
acs transparent)

SACS PLASTIQUE :
•sacs poubelle/sacs decourse
•légumes congelés
•sacs à plomb
•sacs à pain
•sacs à journaux
•pomme de terre ougoûter
•sandwich
•sacs pour les aliments d’animaux
-Ordures/ détritus
-Aiguilles et objets tranchants
-Larges pièces en métal voiture, bateau,
camion, etc.
-Bois/bois de charpente
-Propane, hélium ou autres bouteilles de
gaz
-Tuyaux, plastique ou métal
-Vêtements et chaussures
-Emballage plastique ou film pour la literie
et batteries pour les tuyaux d’arrosage du
jardin :
•alcalin
•pile bouton
•rechargeable
-Bateau- emballages/bâches
-Papier bulle
-Couches (bébés/adultes)
-Enveloppes qui sont en plastique ou en
Tyvek®
-Aliments ou plantes (compost)
-Litière pour chatons
-Couteaux et lames
-Ampoules (tous les types ; rendre les LFC
au magasin)
-Serviettes en papier et serviettes
-Styrofoam® ou polystyrene
-Jouets
-Revêtement en vinyle
-Papiers ou boîtes paraffinés (OK si
enduits de polyéthylène)
-Cordes, ficelles, chaînes

PLASTIQUE
-Bouteilles d’eau
-Pots à lait
-Bouteilles de lessive
-Tous les contenants rigides por tent la
#1-#7 (sauf le polystyyrène)
MÉTTAL
-Boîtes métalliques
-Bombes aérosols (vid
des) Boîtes en
aluminium/film aluminium
-Casseroles et poêless
VERRE (tous les couleurs)
-Toutes les bouteilles et les pots en
verre
Tous les récipients riggides peuvent être
mélangés ensemble et doivent être
VIDES (mais pas par faitement propres).
Ce n'estt pas un complet liste!
Rechercher pllus de 1200 ar ticles à
ecomaine.org/101

N'emballez pas les
matières recyclables
Pas de sacs en plastique

Introducing the new
Il existe un nouveau moyen de paiement sûr et sans contact pour le
transport en METRO, le Bus BSOOB et South Portland.
Payez votre tarif avec une application mobile ou une carte à puce.
En espèces (la monnaie exacte est toujours une option).
Visitez DiriGoTouchPass.org pour obtenir des informations, traduites en
plusieurs langues, sur la façon d'utiliser le nouveau système tarifaire.
Waxaa jira hab cusub, amaan ah oo aan lala xiriirin karin oo lagu bixiyo
si loo raaco METRO, BSOOB, iyo South Portland Bas
Ku bixi qiimahaaga mobilka ama smartcard. Lacag caddaan ah
(isbeddelka saxda ah wali waa ikhtiyaar)
Booqo DiriGoTouchPass.org wixii macluumaad ah, oo lagu tarjumay
dhowr luqadood, oo ku saabsan sida loo isticmaalo sicirka lacagta cusub.
Há uma nova maneira segura e sem contato de pagar para andar nos
Autocarro de METRÔ, BSOOB e South Portland.
Pague sua tarifa com um aplicativo móvel ou smartcard. Dinheiro
(o motante exata ainda é uma opção).
Visite DiriGoTouchPass.org para obter informações, traduzidas em vários
idiomas, sobre como usar o novo sistema de tarifas.

On ursday, October 1, Greater Portland METRO, Biddeford Saco Old Orchard Beach
Transit (BSOOB Transit), and South Portland Bus Service introduced DiriGo TouchPass.
e new, contactless system uses a mobile app and smartcards. Boarding is at the front
door of the buses, and face masks are required. e agencies continue with COVID-related, enhanced cleaning and disinfecting of buses, and have installed safety shields to help
ensure the safety of bus operators and passengers.
e most convenient way for riders to access the new DiriGo TouchPass fare system is
to download the TouchPass Transit App on a smartphone, then open the app, and click on
the DiriGo/Southern Maine option. Next, create an account, add value using a credit or
debit card, and scan the QR code when boarding a bus.
DiriGo TouchPass Cards, which can be used instead of the mobile app, will be available
at the METRO Pulse, BSOOB Transit Customer Service (Saco Transportation Center, and
South Portland City Hall. Visit Dirigopass.org and click on the FAQ page for instructions
in six languages on how to use the new fare system.
DiriGo TouchPass includes a pay-as-you-go beneﬁt, called fare capping, which provides
a new, monthly fare cap for reduced-fare riders. All riders are also provided with equal access to discounts, and riders only pay for what they use. e introduction of DiriGo TouchPass, along with a fare increase, was initially planned for April 2020, but was delayed due
to the pandemic. Previously, paper tickets, transfers, and passes, along with cash, were used
to pay fares. Passengers will still have the option to pay in cash.
In March 2020, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the three agencies used reduced
service schedules, suspended fares, limited the number of passengers on board, and required riders to board the bus through the back door (except for passengers needing assistance). ey have all resumed regular service schedules.
METRO will hold public Zoom meetings on Dec 8 to provide information on a proposed new bus service for the Portland Peninsula. e public is encouraged to attend.
Outreach events, along with locations where riders who do not have access to a computer
can reload their smartcards, are listed at DirigoTouchPass.org. Call Customer Service at 1833-272-7270.
Transit Agency Information:
● Greater Portland METRO
GPMETRO.ORG | 207-774-0351 | info@gpmetro.org | Facebook | Instagram
Greater Portland METRO provides transportation to Brunswick, Falmouth, Freeport, Gorham,
Portland, South Portland, Westbrook, and Yarmouth.
● Biddeford Saco Old Orchard Beach Transit (BSOOB Transit)
BSOOBTRANSIT.ORG | 207-282-5408 | info@BSOOBTransit.org | Facebook
Biddeford Saco Old Orchard Beach Transit provides transportation between member communities and to the University of New England (Biddeford), Downtown Portland, and Maine Mall.
● South Portland Bus Service
SOPOBUS.ORG| 207-767-5556 | SoPoBus@SouthPortland.org | Facebook
South Portland Bus Service provides transportation throughout South Portland, the Scarborough Gallery area, and into Downtown Portland.

and

way to pay your fare.

Travel throughout Southern Maine
route maps and schedules at DirigoToouchPass.org
and track your trip or download the app on your
smartphone for real-time bus information
to Casco Bay Ferry, Amtrak Downeaster, Concord
Coach, Portland Jetport, and other regional transit options
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From behind the lens: Young artist scholarship program with Maine Media Workshops
by Jennifer Cook
is summer, the Rockport-based art center Maine Media Workshops provided 10 Maine high school students an opportunity to learn all about digital photography through its Young
Artist Scholarship Program. Workshop instructors, including award-winning photographer Madeleine Morlet and Maine Media’s program coordinator Kelsey Grossman, were thrilled
with the results and excited to have the chance to support the students’ creative work and growth during this month-long program. All participants were from Portland’s diverse immigrant community, and the program took place in Portland.
“It’s been a challenging year for all of us, which has made the experience of working with these talented young adults particularly special,” said Morlet. “Sharing their photography has
helped us build our community through fresh perspectives in image making and storytelling.”
e August photography workshop was oﬀered free of charge to students who participate in the Mentoring Alliance, a youth development program at Portland High School. “Many
of our students come from diﬀerent parts of the world, and enjoyed exploring ways to share their individual stories through a visual medium,” said Jennifer Cook, director of the Mentoring Alliance.
Inspired by the work, Maine Media is currently raising funds to expand scholarship programming, including opportunities for students to attend in-person workshops on their Rockport campus, hopefully by next summer, with full scholarships to aspiring image makers.
“We’re all moved by the work these students produced during our pilot program with Madeleine this summer, and we look forward to the contributions they will no doubt make as
leading voices of their generation ... We hope to continue building upon this success through our fundraising eﬀorts, and be able to oﬀer more deserving young artists the opportunity
to explore their creativity through visual storytelling,” said Michael Mansﬁeld, president of Maine Media Workshops and College.
To learn more about Maine Media’s Young Artist Scholarship program, email Kelsey Grossmann at kgrossmann@mainemedia.edu, or visit www.mainemedia.edu/workshops/scholarships/young-artist/ for an application.

My name is Paulo. I’m from
Angola, and moved to the U.S. in
2018. My whole family is still in my
country – I’m here in the U.S. on
my own. I love music, playing instruments, and sports. Soccer is my
favorite sport. I also love working
with a camera, taking pictures, and
shooting videos.
I got a lot of experience from this
photography program. I learned
how to talk about pictures, that
they can give us a message or tell
us something unexpected. My ambition is to be a professional photographer. I want to keep studying
and working on my practice.

My name is Junio. I will be 17 in December. I’m from
a family of four boys and one girl. I like church life,
music, and art. Everything is art.
In this program, I learned something new – that a
photograph can give you information and tell you about
the past. I like the vibe of photography. I like being able
to control the light using manual settings, to experiment
with my images. You don’t need it to be nighttime to
take dark pictures, for example. I want to do photography in the future. I want to be a professional photographer.

My name is Jolika, and I am a
senior. I live in an apartment with
my mom and two younger siblings.
We’ve lived in Portland for four
years, and I like it here. I get a lot of
support from my school and this
community.
Looking at the world from behind the camera lens has made me
see things in a very diﬀerent way.
e camera doesn’t really show a
person as they are – and it creates a
distance, which makes it possible
for me to notice more, and see details.
I love portraits, and doing makeup. I took this picture though the
top of a car, which makes it diﬀerent. It’s cool!
My name is Elias. I
am an international
student at Portland
High School. I am
studying business and
engineering, and love
playing sports.
I thought I wasn’t
going to like studying
photography, but I really enjoyed learning
how to use the camera.
I also love taking sports
photographs, I think
because I am an athlete,
and this is something I
would like to pursue.

My name is Veronica, and I am 16 years old. I arrived in Maine four years ago and have
been interested in exploring many things since then, and here I am doing photography.
I love the image of the girl in the red dress with ﬂowers on it. It’s so focused – you can see
everything in the picture clearly – and I think it has a strong composition. I met this girl on
my ﬁrst day in America, She was so friendly with me. I want to continue taking pictures of
my family members, or of whatever interests me. I deﬁnitely want to continue doing art.
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From Grain to Plate
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| Bonnie Rukin

Some may wonder what it takes to get a ﬂint corn tortilla – made with corn grown by Somali Bantu farmers in
Lewiston and tortilla produced by Lynne Rowe at Tortilleria Pachanga in Portland – onto the plate. It begins with
seeds and soil and, once the corn is harvested, it must be carefully dried, cleaned, and stored. is last step has just
received a huge boost from Maine Grain Alliance’s Postharvest Grain Project, led by Tristan Noyes, with support from
Bonnie Rukin at Slow Money Maine, and Mark Fulford as technical advisor.
For Liberation Farms, ﬂint corn has become a marketable crop through tortilla production, as well as by milling
it into cornmeal at Maine Grains in Skowhegan. However, the primary obstacle to marketplace success has been the
ability to dry, clean, and store the corn well.
To help address these needs, Maine Grain Alliance’s Postharvest Grain Project secured a mobile, inﬂatable solar
grain drying unit that can be used as a stand-alone dryer, with no fuels required. Once dry, corn will be stored in
dry bags inside hermetically sealed cocoons. (e ideal percent of moisture for storage and milling is 12%, veriﬁed
by grain moisture meters.) e “cocoons” are waterproof and oﬀer a modern storage solution designed to safely
store dry agricultural commodities without the need for chemicals. Cocoons can be stored outside, or preferably inside to increase their lifespan. ey can prevent insect infestation and may eliminate existing insect pest problems,
via the addition of carbon dioxide applied through a side port.
Last fall, Fulford helped Somali Bantu Community Association farmers begin using the Lutera seed cleaner.
Along with special, 50-pound capacity, hermetic bag liners, the seed cleaner helps them produce dry, insect- and rodent-free storage. SBCA Executive Director Muhidin Libah says market demand is increasing.
“I am so pleased to be seeing this wonderful progress. is is something we could not have achieved in our own
country. anks to everyone that made this possible,” said Libah.

Smoked Fish and vegetables with Cecille Bitondo
Cecille Bitondo was born and raised in DR Congo, where she learned to cook from her mother, a ﬁsh seller. “In Africa,
you sit next to your mom while she works, and she teaches you how to cook. I liked cooking back then, and I still love
it now,” said Bitondo. Her family ate a lot of ﬁsh while she was growing up, because of her mother’s job. “We ate all kinds
of ﬁsh – fresh, smoked, all kinds. I know many tricks for cooking ﬁsh.” is recipe for smoked ﬁsh and vegetables is popular in DR Congo, as well as among Congolese people living in Maine. In fact, it is so popular that it can be a little challenging to get the ﬁsh, which tends to be bought up as soon as a shipment arrives. ere are a variety of names for the
ﬁsh – the one Bitondo uses in this recipe is “mungusu.” Mungusu, also called ndjombo, is available in African stores,
however other smoked ﬁsh can be substituted if mungusu is not in stock. Bitondo studies English through In Her Presence. She said she has found friendship and support from the program. Cooking is a fun part of the curriculum that
allows women to share their culture and their skills in a supportive atmosphere, while practicing English. When she
ﬁrst arrived in Maine, a friend told her about the English classes for women, and she has since encouraged many others to participate.

Muhidin Libah, Executive Director of Somali Bantu Community
Association, checks the corn.

Recipe
Amaranth (Bitekuteku in Lingala; amarante in French)
Smoked Fish
Onions
Peppers
Tomatoes

Celery
Chili pepper
Vegetable bouillon (Bitondo uses Maggi brand in powder form)
A little vegetable or olive oil
A few pinches of salt

Soak the fish in hot water for 10 minutes.
Wash the vegetables well and cut into large pieces.
Wash the fish in warm water, removing all the bones. Make sure that all sand is removed.
Put fish in a saucepan and add spices, salt, and oil.
Simmer for 10 minutes, then add the vegetables.
Simmer another 20 minutes and serve with rice, fufu, plantains, and/or manioc.

Cecille Bitondo
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A shooting star from Sudan

| Blake Leifer

If you have been to a basketball game at Yarmouth High School recently, then odds
are you have seen Elamin Kubari on the sidelines.
For the last three years, Kubari has been a coach,
mentor, and role model to athletes both on and oﬀ
the court.
Kubari’s journey to becoming a coach began while
he was working as a bank teller. “I didn’t know what
I wanted to do in life, and a friend of mine had just
gotten a job as a varsity baseball coach,” he said. Intrigued, he asked his friend how he got the job. “I
learned my friend started as a volunteer,” Kubari
said.
Immediately, Kubari sent out emails to several
high schools around the Portland area, asking if he
might volunteer as a coach. Only South Portland responded. Aer an interview, Kubari was oﬀered his
ﬁrst volunteer job as a coach at South Portland High
School.
Aer two successful seasons in South Portland,
Kubari was oﬀered a paid coaching position at
Yarmouth High School. Elated by the oﬀer, Kubari also felt a sense of loss. “It was hard
to leave the school. I loved the coaches and kids at [South] Portland.”
As the head coach of the freshman team in Yarmouth, and assistant coach for the varsity squad, Kubari provides scouting reports for upcoming games. ose reports provide information to help form the team’s oﬀensive and defensive strategies, including
key player intel. Kubari believes his scouting reports were instrumental in Yarmouth
High School’s success at making the playoﬀs last season.
Born in Juba, Sudan, in 1991, Kubari moved to the United States at the age of seven.
Traveling with his aunt and uncle, his ﬁrst stop was Jackson, Mississippi. In early 2000,
they traveled to the northeast, stopping oﬀ in New Hampshire, and eventually settled in
Portland.
Living in the U.S. has not always been easy for Kubari. His mother initiated the de-

Coach Kubari rallying the squad!

Photo | Jennifer lainey

parture from Sudan, and he has not been home since he le there as a boy. “It’s hard not
to see family,” Kubari said. As the youngest of 10, and an immigrant from a country rife
with poverty, civil war, and genocide, Kubari has had to work hard to get an education.
But 20 years aer arriving in Maine, he will graduate this fall from the University of
Southern Maine with a bachelor’s degree in communications. In addition to coaching and
attending school, Kubari also works full time for the admissions department at the University of Southern Maine.
Although she passed away in 2018, Kubari says his mother will be present in spirit to
watch her son graduate. Inspired by her ambitions for him, when asked what’s next, he
responded, “Graduate school in the spring, focusing on leadership studies. I just want to
make her proud.” Indications are good that he will.
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Community News
Burundi Community
Association of Maine
e Burundi community has re-elected Philémon Dushimire for a two-year
term as president of the Burundi Community Association of Maine. He will work with an executive committee of ﬁve members. Dushimire has worked hard to model strict adherence to safety
protocols throughout the pandemic. e association elections were conducted with mask-wearing, hand-washing, and social distancing in place. Dushimire estimates that approximately 1,000
Burundians live in Maine, primarily in the Greater Portland area and in Lewiston/Auburn. Newcomers continue to arrive.
e November 3 election is a big topic of conversation in the community, with many more immigrants civically engaged this election cycle than in the past. ose eligible to vote are motivated
and say they are planning to vote, and the general feeling in the community is that they will be failing the country if they don’t vote. Whereas back home in Burundi, people felt that their vote didn’t really matter because the election process was rigged, here in the U.S., people feel that voting
is a civic duty. ose who are not citizens are also involved – they are helping others learn how to
register and vote. Volunteers have worked with the Greater Portland Immigrant Welcome Center to call people in the community and ask if they need information about voting. ose called
have expressed appreciation for getting voting information in their native languages.
e Burundi community is very close, and when someone dies, everyone shows up to support
the bereaved. Last spring, the community suﬀered a number of losses associated with the virus,
both in Maine and among close relatives in Africa. People within the community made personal
ﬁnancial contributions to each of those who lost family members, and this was challenging, especially during a time when people are struggling to make ends meet. However, supporting others,
especially in death, is part of being Burundian.

Angolan
Community of Maine
Nsiona Nguizani is the president of the Angolan Community of
Maine. Emilia Franco is the vice president. Nguizani estimates that approximately 2,000 Angolans live in the Greater Portland area, with a growing community in Lewiston/Auburn and Bath/Brunswick as well, for a total of over 2,500
Angolans now living in Maine. e number of Angolans living in Androscoggin County is now
believed to outstrip that in the Portland area.
e association has been focused on keeping people healthy and safe during the pandemic, and
on helping individuals navigate the immigration process. e community continues to distribute
masks and information about COVID-19. In addition, it supports individuals who need assistance. Many Angolans in Maine are asylum seekers, who have limited resources because they have
been prohibited from working. Requests for assistance have been pouring in ever since the pandemic hit, and providing food is a big focus of the community’s eﬀorts. anks to continued funding from Good Shepherd Food Bank and Haymarket People’s Fund, the community has been able
to extend the FEED program that they started early in the pandemic. FEED picks up food from
Wayside Food Programs and food pantries, and delivers it right to the doors of those in need.
Boxes include culturally appropriate foods, such as cassava leaves, dried ﬁsh, and fufu. A team delivers the food – and the delivery process has just gotten much easier, thanks to the gi of a van,
which an anonymous donor gave to the community! Deliveries are made in Lewiston/Auburn,
Westbrook, South Portland, Biddeford, and Portland.
Nguizani also works with a team of volunteer lawyers to help asylum seekers with paperwork
connected with immigration. e community is dismayed by recent rule changes at the federal
level, which double the waiting period for work authorization. e community is going to set up
an oﬃce in the near future. Information will be shared when that move has taken place.

Rwandese Community
Association of Maine
Antoine Bikamba is the Interim President of the Rwandese Community
Association of Maine. Approximately 700-1,000 Rwandese live in Maine.
Bikamba reports that the community is doing well. His team continues to
make sure the community is up to date on information related to COVID 19. At the moment, one
focus is organizing a conference intended to raise awareness around issues related to sexual abuse.

Capital Area New Mainers Project
With support from the Augusta School Department, the Capital Area New Mainers Project is offering free tutoring and enrichment for immigrant students who are doing remote learning.
CANMP also is sponsoring a voter education program to encourage and support new citizens exercising their right to vote.

Stay Tuned

amjamboafrica.com

Organization Updates
Catholic Charities of Maine has hired a new Refugee Medical
Screening Supervisor, Gabrielle Lodge. Lodge has a master’s in Public Health from the University of Illinois in Chicago, where they specialized in maternal and child health. ey grew up in Westbrook and
attended University of Southern Maine for undergraduate studies,
and they have worked at St. Mary’s Hospital in Lewiston. Catholic
Charities of Maine has also hired Carolyn Graney as our new Immigration Legal Services program administrator. e community knows Graney well from
her work at Hope House, just down the street from the Sherman Street oﬃce. Welcome,
Carolyn and Gabrielle!
Maine Community Integration is hosting an event for National Inspirational Role Models Month for Girls on November 7, from 1:004:00 p.m., at Lewiston’s Simard-Payne Park, 46 Beech Street. Girls of
all backgrounds – and from third grade through college – are encouraged to come out for some fun and appreciation. Events will include empowerment seminars; a girl’s circle – where girls are
encouraged to join a safe space and share their stories; and cool incentives and gis for attending. Girls will leave with a skincare gi bag, contact numbers
for fellow female community supporters and keynote speakers, and more. If you have any
questions or inquiries, contact Fowsia Musse at fowsiam@hotmail.com
Greater Portland Family Promise has hired Michelle Lamm
as Executive Director. She brings experience as a social worker and
program manager to the position. She has served as the Social Worker
at Portland Public Library, was Program Manager for the Maine
Hunger Initiative at Preble Street for 10years, and is an adjunct professor with the University of Southern Maine School of Social Work.
Greater Family Promise helps children and families access food, ﬁnd
temporary shelter, secure long-term housing, and achieve sustainable independence. is
work during the pandemic is challenging, but Lamm is determined to develop creative solutions and eﬀective safety protocols that will keep families, staﬀ, and volunteers safe – always with the goal of reducing family homelessness.
Hope Acts has hired Julie Harrison as Program Manager. Harrison
has worked in nonproﬁt program development and management with
populations experiencing food insecurity, homelessness, trauma, and
physical disabilities. She has a master’s degree in Organizational and
Community Practice. e Asylum Seeker Assistance Program
(ASAP) has adapted to serve clients in a safe manner during the pan-
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demic. ASAP is open to any asylum seeker needing help understanding documents, completing work and housing applications, making medical appointments, etc. ey also assist clients
in completing work permit applications; this assistance is oﬀered Wednesdays from 11 a.m.2:30 p.m. Assistance with other issues is available on Mondays and ursdays from 11 a.m.-2:30
p.m. To make an appointment, contact Julie Harrison at 207-274-6005, julie@hopeacts.org.
French and Portuguese speakers may call or text Eliodor at 207-409-7952, eliodor@hopeacts.org.

The YWCA of Central Maine is oﬀering a variety of classes and programs.
Zoom English Conversation Class: Mondays, 11-11:45 a.m. and 7-7:45 p.m.; Wednesdays,
6:30-7:15 p.m.; ursdays 2-2:45 p.m. Ready Together (immigrant/refugee family engagement
program for early childhood care): Wednesdays and Fridays, 9-11 a.m. is is a pilot program
intended to provide children with access to early social and educational resources, while also
addressing parent concerns and questions regarding early care. During each two-hour session,
the parent participates in English language conversation while the child engages in early childhood activities. e maximum enrollment is three parents and six children, ages 2-5 years.
Participants report that the children enjoy getting out of the house and the parents are happy
to give their children a break from electronics. Women’s Single Gender Swim: Women-only
swim lessons are designed for privacy, on Saturdays until Nov. 28. MS (Multiple Sclerosis)
Wellness Programs: Virtual Guided Meditation and Chair Yoga, and Aquatic erapy

Konbit Sante is a global health organization founded in Maine in 2001.
With oﬃces in Falmouth, Maine, and Cap-Haïtien, Haiti, its work is focused
in Cap-Haïtien, where Konbit Sante collaborates with four healthcare facilities to provide ongoing medical care. Konbit Sante’s approach revolves
around strengthening the building blocks of the healthcare system, as deﬁned by the World Health Organization. Recently, Konbit Sante had a change in leadership:
Rupal Ramesh Shah became Executive Director, aer former Executive Director Nathan Nickerson retired from his role but continues to serve in an advisory capacity. Originally from Tanzania, Shah has degrees in Microbiology and Public Health, and lived and worked in Haiti
prior to joining Konbit Sante. e organization looks forward to increasing collaborations with
other local nonproﬁts and businesses, and would love to hear from those who are interested.
For more information, visit www.konbitsante.org or email rshah@konbitsante.org.

The ACLU of Maine is hosting a Voter Protection Hotline. For questions about voting, issues casting a ballot, or to report trouble at the polls, call or text the ACLU of Maine’s Voter Protection Hotline at (207) 204-VOTE (8683), TTY: (207) 204-8684, Monday through Friday,
from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., or email voting@aclumaine.org. e hotline will be operating through
Election Day, November 3. Language interpretation will be available, and voters with limited
English proﬁciency are encouraged to call if they have questions about voting or are having
trouble casting their ballots. e ACLU of Maine is a non-partisan organization.
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Pour en savoir plus, consultez StayTheCourse.me

A New Land:
30 groundbreaking poems by youth poets
A poetry book review by Gary Lawless
Every person has a story, and every person has a story worth telling.

Lavez-vous
les mains

Portez un
masque
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Aprenda mais no StayTheCourse.me

Since 2004, Portland’s Telling Room has been helping young people share their stories and enriching the lives of a wide circle of tellers and listeners. e Telling Room
began in Portland with the idea that the power of story could change a community for
the better. Starting out with a small group of students who were from immigrant or recent refugee families, the Telling Room now oﬀers programs serving more than 3,500
students from over 75 towns in Maine. Many voices. Many rich, diverse stories of the
many ways to be human in this world.
e Telling Room has published an anthology each year, as well as numerous chapbooks, collections, novels, and multimedia projects. is year they have published A
New Land: 30 Groundbreaking Poems by Youth Poets, a sort of “greatest hits” of poems
from the last 15 years of the program (but then, every work produced through this program is a greatest hit, a treasure, a gi to the wider community).
Many readers of Amjambo Africa may hear echoes of their own stories as they read
through the collection.
Here is a section from a poem called “Inside the Life I Knew” by Clautel Buba, originally
from Cameroon:
My life by the gray soil banks
of the Abubaca was inside the life I knew.
But we were like animals living in the zoo.
Animals who were born there.
e food they eat is the only food they know.
ey don't know there’s a whole forest out there
where they can eat as much as they want
do whatever they want to do
go anyplace they want to go
and be free.
And here is a section from the poem “Drop of Melanin and Blood” by
Benedita Zalabantu:

Lave as mãos
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To teach someone something about self-love
you got to start with yourself.
Your skin is not a dirty shirt that needs to be washed
like yesterday's shirt.
Your skin is like hot chocolate that warms winter nights.
Like rings around tree stumps, you have a history
attached to your melanin.
Never let the glaring whiteness blind you
from the beauty you are.
Dark as the night sky,
constellations are tucked neatly underneath your bones.
You know what?
When they call you dark as the night,
tell them without you the stars wouldn’t have anything to shine for.
Perfection was not your destination,
dark girl, it was your starting point.
“Some say the blacker the berry the sweeter the juice,
I say the darker the ﬂesh, the longer the roots.”
e poems are not windows on other worlds, they are doorways to walk through, into
– yes – new lands. e wonderful poets in A New Land: 30 Groundbreaking Poems by
Youth Poets share their worlds with us, and in doing so make our worlds larger, richer,
more diverse, more informed, more human. Reading these poems will put you on a
path to citizenship of the heart.
e book is beautifully strengthened with artwork throughout, by Alicia Brillant.
eir poem “Astriferous” ends the collection, closing with the quote:
“It's good to see you, old friend.
How about we speak again?”
is is a book of poems by new friends, and leaves you hoping that, yes, we will speak
again. We will be hearing from the Telling Room's writers, in many ways, for many years
to come, as they guide us into “A New Land.”

Benedita Zalabantu
Gary Lawless meets with the Young Writers & Leaders in 2014

Clautel Buba with Molly McGrath
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Business, Economics &
Financial Literacy
PLANNINNG FOR THE FUTURE

For anyone not already using a
budget, starting one is easy and it’s
never too late. Budgeting helps control spending and saving, even for
folks living on very low incomes.
A budget helps plan for monthly
bills like rent, electricity, and credit
cards. Bills aren’t a surprise because
the budget has plans for payments.
Budgets also help someone prepare
for unexpected bills, such as medical
expenses or a car repair, and for
long-term goals like tuition, a wedding, or starting a business. A regularly saved amount to become an
eventual downpayment on a house
or new car.
To start a budget, make a list of all
monthly expenses, as well as due
dates for all bills. Include everything,
from groceries to clothing to rent.
Include goals as well (that new car or
ﬁrst home). en plan to put aside a
small amount each month toward
savings goals. And don’t forget to include expenses that only happen
once or twice a year, such as car registration or insurance payments.
Aer creating this list, ﬁgure out
how to divide each paycheck to
cover all bills, and include some
money in each budget for savings, if
possible. Ideally, there will be some
money le over each month aer
paying all the bills.
A budget can be as simple as keeping track of money using a spreadsheet or a piece of paper. Many free
budget templates are available online
and most credit unions and banks
oﬀer tools to help keep money organized. Explore and learn about the
budgeting features from the ﬁnancial institution’s website. With online
banking, it’s easy to set up separate
accounts to separate the money for
paying bills from money to save or
to spend on luxuries. Separating
money this way can help anyone
avoid spending what they can’t afford. Working with an online budgeting feature, create categories for
diﬀerent transactions to help organize spending. For example, a category showing the amount spent on
food each month (both take-out and
groceries) might be surprising and
show a place to cut spending, if
needed.
With a budget set up, adjust it
every once in a while, as necessary.
But most of the work will already be
done. Taking charge of money
through budgeting feels good and is
a path to ﬁnancial peace.

When starting over in a new
country, saving for retirement might be the very last
thing on anyone’s mind.
Finding a job and a place to
live, paying bills, funding an
education, and many other
priorities might seem more
important. But saving for retirement is a critical
part of long-term ﬁnancial planning.
Many immigrants may not know they may already have access to an easy retirement planning
account. A 401k is a special kind of employer-offered retirement savings plan that many include as
part of an employee beneﬁts plan. is retirement
savings plan invests a portion of an employee’s
take-home pay in an invested savings account. “Invested” means that funds are invested in the stock
market, and savings grow over the years as the
stock market does. is is critical because proper
investment in a 401k can help with retirement savings goals more quickly than by using a personal
savings account.
Someone may say, “is sounds great, but I am
still young, so why would I need to save for retirement yet? I need all of my take home pay now!”
at’s understandable, but in many cases, this is actually a mistake! Don’t miss out!
Because employer-sponsored investment plans
oen oﬀer a savings-match that can help reach
your retirement goals more quickly, 401k’s are an
easy way to begin investing. e employer makes
an investment on behalf of the employee, usually
through a professional asset management ﬁrm.
Even better, if an employee changes jobs, the employer’s contribution follows the person to the new
company. As part of a beneﬁts package, matched
funds in a 401k belong to the employee, as long as
speciﬁc time and contribution requirements are
met. Additionally, any personal contributions
made in a calendar year may lower the amount of
individually taxable income. e best part? e
younger someone is when they start saving, the
more money they will have when they retire.
How to get started with a 401k:
1. Talk to a boss or the employer’s Human Resources department about any retirement savings
plans oﬀered. Usually, 401k plans are available only
to full-time employees; unfortunately, those who
are part-time, per diem, or contract workers may
not be eligible for the employer plan.
2. Complete a budget to see how much retirement savings are reasonable to budget each month.
It’s most eﬃcient to “max out” the retirement savings match each year. For example, if a company
oﬀers a 100% match on up to 3% of an employee’s
annual salary, try and set aside 3% of each paycheck to be deposited into the 401k. HR can help
set up a direct deposit from paychecks.
3. Ask to meet with the 401k’s portfolio manager.
is is not possible with all employer-sponsored
plans, but if it is, take advantage of the opportunity
to understand the investment portfolio and plan
long-term.
But what if an employer doesn’t oﬀer a 401k retirement savings plan? Everyone needs to save for
retirement, and there are other options for those
without an employer-sponsored 401k. ProperityME oﬀers a “Saving to Build Wealth” class, in
which students learn all about investment and savings options to help make the most of funds available. Contact ProsperityME to register for class or
set up a one-on-one counseling appointment,
which can help you decide how to start saving!

For an immigrant family,
the
struggle to
reach
the
American
dream can
seem uphill
and challenging. Immigrants oen feel the need to quickly get
on their feet when they settle in the
U.S.; ﬁnd one or more jobs to support
themselves; enroll in English classes,
and other learning opportunities.
Meeting all of these pressures can improve the chance at reaching the
dreamed-about lifestyle.
Many immigrants do not know that
the legal immigration process is very
expensive. Coming up with a timeline
and a ﬁnancial plan for moving
through the immigration process is a
smart ﬁnancial decision that can help
an individual or family achieve the
dream of a home, car, and college.
Unfortunately, for many individuals
and families living in the United States,
wages remain unchanged, while costs
for basic necessities like housing, food,
and healthcare continue to rise. As a result, the planning needed to achieve the
American Dream can seem unmanageable, and unattainable.
e immigration process is expensive, complex, and confusing, and can
be stressful as well, particularly for a
large family. Almost every step in advancing each person’s immigration
process has associated fees with it, from
the application for employment authorization at the beginning of the
journey, to the last step of naturalization. ese fees regularly range in the
hundreds or thousands of dollars.
ese ongoing costs are unique to the
immigrant story, and families planning
for the future must take them into consideration.
Maine’s employers should consider
helping with the costs. Being the oldest
state in the country, Maine needs a
strong, youthful workforce. As the state
seeks to attract and retain workers,
costs unique to the immigrant experience could be covered as a “beneﬁt” offered to eligible employees, similar to a
“tuition reimbursement model.” e
average age of immigrants in Maine is
lower than the average age of nativeborn Mainers. In addition, immigrants’
levels of education are consistently on
a par with, if not higher than, that of
U.S.-born Mainers. While fees and
other costs related to immigration
weigh heavily on individuals, Maine’s
employers could earn a competitive advantage over employers around the
country by acting to help shoulder
those costs.
For more information about fees and
general costs associated with the immigration process, visit the United States
Citizenship and Immigration Services
website: www.uscis.gov/archive/our-fees.

To borrow money, whether
by taking out a loan or paying by credit card, the bank
charges interest that the borrower must pay back, along
with the loan. at’s the notso-hidden cost of borrowing
money. Interest charges ultimately increase the amount
owed, which leads people to
having a negative view of interest within the world of ﬁnances. However, when it works in the borrower’s favor,
interest can be extremely valuable. For example, compound interest can add to a savings account, which is especially important when saving for retirement.
What is compound interest? It’s essentially a snowball
eﬀect. Let’s say someone contributed $1,000 to a savings
account that earns 5% annual interest. Aer one year,
that amount would earn $50, resulting in a new balance
of $1,050. In year two, it would earn 5% on the new balance of $1,050, instead of the original $1,000. e money
has compounded and will continue to grow at an increasing rate each year.
To better visualize the power of compound interest,
here are two retirement planning scenarios. One of the
two scenarios would earn the account holder more
money by the common retirement age of 65 years old.
Scenario 1 – Let’s say Jane is 25 years old, and she saves
$5,000 every year for 10 years, stopping when she’s 35.
Aer that, she doesn’t contribute any more money and
doesn’t touch it until she’s 65.
Scenario 2 – Let’s say John is 35-years-old, and again, saves
$5,000 every year. In this scenario, John keeps saving that
amount every year, for 30 years, until he reaches age 65.
In these scenarios, both Jane’s and John’s initial contributions earn an annual interest return of 7%. In Scenario
1, Jane is saving $5,000 a year for 10 years, which is
$50,000 that she personally added to her savings. In Scenario 2, John is saving $5,000 a year for 30 years. at’s
$150,000 that he personally added to his savings. Which
scenario will ultimately result in more money by the time
Jane and John reach age 65?
e answer is Scenario 1! Jane would end up with
$602,070 in her account, while Scenario 2 would result in
John having a total of $540,741. is is compound interest at its ﬁnest. Even though Jane added less money to
her savings with Scenario 1, she still ended up with more
by age 65. is is because her money had more time to
grow and build upon itself. Remember, the money they
each saved was earning interest on not only their initial
contributions, but on the interest that their contributions
earned each year. e earlier someone starts saving, the
more time that money has to “snowball” and grow.
Many investment vehicles are available to help make
the most of compound interest. One of the simplest starting points for building retirement savings is to contribute
to an employer’s 401(k) plan, if the employer oﬀers one.
Alternatively, someone can contribute to an Individual
Retirement Account, an IRA, which is an account set up
at a ﬁnancial institution. It allows someone to save for retirement, either with tax-free growth (pay taxes now on
your contributions to the account and owe no taxes on it
later) or on a tax-deferred basis (owe no taxes now on
what you contribute, but pay taxes later when you start to
withdraw funds). However, a simple savings account at a
bank, savings and loan, or credit union can also help anyone prepare for the future. No matter how someone
chooses to start saving, the important step is to start contributing as early as possible in order to take full advantage of compound interest.
e earlier the start, the better. But what if someone
can’t save $5,000 a year? en save whatever amount is
possible – $1,000, $500, $100. No matter how much or
how little the amount, it’s never too early to start taking
advantage of compound interest and setting up a healthy
ﬁnancial future.
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UMURYANGO LONI UVUGA KO INTAMWE YATEWE MU
GUSANA IGIHUGU CYA SUDANI Y’EPFO IKIRI NTOYA.
Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Icyegeranyo cya LONI cyo mu kwezi kwa cumi kivuga ko
igihugu cya Sudani y’epfo cyateye intambwe nto cyane mu
kunga abatuye iki gihugu cyayogojwe n’intambara zikica
abarenga 40.000 zikanakura abarenga miliyoni ebyiri mu
byabo.
Ikinyamakuru Associated Press kivuga ko aho gusana imibanire y’abatuye iki gihugu ahubwo amoko agenda
arushaho kwironda aho abanyapolitiki bamwe baca inyuma
bagatanga intwaro ku bagize amoko bakomokamo
bikavamo ubushyamirane hagati y’amoko aho kuyunga. Ibi
kandi si bishya ku basomyi ba Amjambo Africa, kuko mu
nimero ziheruka hatangajwe uburyo ubuyobozi bukuru bwa
Sudani y’Epfo bugabanywa hagendewe ku bwoko umuntu
akomokamo.
Iki cyegeranyo cyakozwe na komisiyo y’uburenganzira
bwa muntu muri Sudani y’Epfo cyashyikirijwe inama ya
Loni ku burenganzira bwa muntu kikaba gitunga urutoki
ruswa yabaye akarande mu gihugu nk’imbogamizi mu
kunga abatuye iki gihugu. Icyegeranyo kivuga ko kandi
kutabasha guhana abakora ibyaha ari ingorane mu kunga
abanyagihugu. Mu cyegeranyo kandi havugwamo ihohotera
rifatiye ku gitsina ndetse n’ibura ry’ibiryo nka bimwe mu
byenyegeza umuriro w’amakimbirane muri iki gihugu cyibarwa mu bicyennye cyane mu isi.Ikiyongera kuri ibi ni
icyakabiri cy’Abanyasudani bashonje ndetse abatari bake
bakaba baheruka guhura n’imyuzure yabakuye mu byabo
kuva mu kwa karindwi.
Abaturage ba Maine bakomoka muri Sudani y’Epfo bagiye
baganira na Amjambo Africa bifurizaga igihugu gutera imbere ndetse no gukira ibikomere nyuma y’aho abategetsi bo
hejuru bari bamaze kwiyunga ngo bakorere hamwe
barangize amakimbirane mu kwa kabiri 2020. Ikizere kikaba kigenda kiyoyoka aho iki cyegeranyo kigaragaza ko
abategetsi bitwikira ijoro bagaha intwaro abagize amoko
runaka agatera ayandi. Ibi byose bikaba biri kuba Sudani
ikiri mu gihano cya LONI cyo kutagura intwaro
Guverinoma ya Sudani y’Epfo yahakanye ibikubiye muri iki
cyegeranyo aho umuvugizi wayo avuga ko ari ibyegeranyo
bikorerwa mu mahoteli meza ababikora bashaka kugundira
imyanya ngo bakomeze babyungukiremo. Michael Makuei
avuga ko Leta ikomeje gushyira mu bikorwa amasezerano
y’amahoro.
Iki gihugu ni ubwo kiri mu ngorane z’ubukungu ariko
kandi kiri mu bikungahaye ku mavuta ya peteroli. Ifaranga
rya Sudani y’Epfo riheruka guta agaciro bikomeye kugeza
aho banki nkuru yabuze amadovize mu kwezi kwa karindwi
2020 nkuko bitangazwa na Reuters. Tariki 9 Ukwakira
Inama y’abaminisitiri ikaba yaremeje ko ifaranga rya Sudani
rihindurwa mu kurengera ubukungu. Sudani y’Epfo iza ku
mwanya wa gatatu mu kugira amariba ya peteroli menshi
nyuma ya Nigeria na Libya.
Sudani y’epfo yabonye ubwigenge muri 2011 ariko ihita
yinjira mu ntambara imyaka ibiri aho Perezida Salva Kiir na
Visi Perezida Riek Machar batangiye kutavuga rumwe.
Nyuma biciye mu mishyikirano aba bategetsi bongeye
kumvikana gukorera hamwe ngo bazahure iki gihugu. Nta
gushidianya ko ibyo babwira amoko bakomokamo bizagira
uruhare mu gukiza iki gihugu.

ABAKURU B’IBIHUGU BYO MU KARERE K’IBIYAGA
BIGARI BYA AFURIKA BAHURIYE MU NAMA YO KWIGA
KU MAHORO N’ITUZE MU KARERE.
Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Perezida Museveni (Uganda), Kagame (Rwanda), Joao
Lourenco (Angola) na Felix Tshisekedi (DR Congo) bahuye
mu buryo bw’iyakure tariki 7 Ukwakira baganira ku mahoro n’umutekano mu karere ka Afurika y’ibiyaga bigari bya
Afurika. Iyi nama yabo ije ikurikira izindi zitandukanye
zishakira hamwe kugarura umubano wa Uganda n’uRwanda
hamwe no kurebera hamwe uko imitwe yitwaje intwaro
muri Congo yahashywa.
Mu batumiwe muri iyi nama harimo n’uBurundi ariko
bwahisemo kutitabira ahubwo busaba ibiganiro by’igihugu
ku gihugu. Ikinyamakuru New Vision kivuga ko Felix
Tshisekedi wa Congo ariwe wayoboye iyi nama ari mu mugi
wa Goma uherereye mu ntara ya Kivu mu burasirazuba bwa
Congo. Iyi ntara perezida wa Congo yari yasuye ikaba
ibarizwamo imitwe amajana yitwaje intwaro ndetse n’ibihumbi byakuwe mu byabo aho bamwe muri bo babashije
kubona ubuhungiro muri Maine. Nkuko bikubiye mu
itangazo risoza iyi nama, abakuru b’ibihugu biyemeje
kongera ingufu mu guhashya no gutsinda imitwe yitwaje
intwaro ikorera mu karere.

Uganda, DR Congo, Rwanda n’u Burundi bigiye bisangira
imipaka aho abarwanya ubutegetsi bumwe byoroshye kugaragara mu kindi gihugu. Ibi bakaba bisaba ko abakuru
b’ibihugu bakorera hamwe mu kuyirwanya. Abakuru b’ibihugu kandi biyemeje gukorera hamwe mu kurwanya abihisha inyuma y’ubucuruzi bunyuranyije n’amategeko
bw’imitungo kamere mu karere aho usanga ubu bucuruzi
buri mu byongera amakimbirane mu karere.
Abakuru b’ibihugu bavuga ko basabwa gukorera hamwe
bakarangiza intambara ziri mu gace maze bagateza imbere
ubucuruzi n’ishoramari. Iyi nama yari iteganijwe kuba imbonankubone ariko kubera icyorezo cya COVID-19 yashyizwe kuri murandasi. Perezida Evariste Ndayishimiye
w’uBurundi yanze kuyitabira ariko mbere yaho gato ahura
na Minisitiri w’ububanyi n’amahanga wa Congo.
Burundi, DR Congo, Rwanda, na Uganda bibarizwa mu
gace kazwi nk’akarere k’ibiyaga bigari bya Afurika. Amjambo Africa yatangaje mu nimero zashize ifungwa ry’umupaka hagati ya Uganda n’u Rwanda byatumye ubucuruzi
buhagarara hagati y’ibihugu byombi. Umubano hagati y’uRwanda n’uBurundi wajemo agatotsi kuva mu mwaka wa
2015 nyuma y’aho haburijwemo ihirikwa ry’ubutegetsi mu
Burundi. Umupaka w’uburasirazuba bwa Congo uhuriweho n’uRwanda, Uganda, n’Uburundi, waranzwe n’intambara z’urudaca ziterwa n’imitwe yitwaje intwaro ikorera
muri kariya gace. Perezida Tshisekedi yifuza gufatanya na
bagenzi mu kumaraho iyi mitwe yishe abatari bakeya mu
karere. Joao Lourenco, umukuru wa Angola akaba aza muri
izi nama nk’umuhuza mu kibazo cya Uganda n’uRwanda.

UBWISHINGIZI NI IKI?
Jeffrey Lee
Ubwishingizi ni ikintu cy’ingenzi muri Amerika. Bushobora kukurinda itembagara ry’ubukungu bwawe nk’igihe
umuriro ugutwikiye, imodoka yangirikiye mu mpanuka cg
se igonze iyindi. bufasha kandi mu gihe imodoka yawe
yangije iyabandi. Abantu benshi ntibaﬁte amafaranga y’ubwizigamire ku buryo yabagoboka mu gihe bahuye n’impanuka cg se bangije iby’abandi. Nyamara iyo bibaye uﬁte
ubwishingizi, bugufasha kwishyurwa cg se kwishyura ibyangiritse.Ibyo bivuze ko uﬁte ubwishingizi aba yikingiye mu
gihe yahura n’ingorane kandi nta bushobozi aﬁte bwo
kwishyura. Ubwishingiza ni itegeko ku muntu ushaka
kugura imodoka ku ideni cg se kugura inzu ku nguzanyo.
Kugira ngo ugire ubwishingizi ugomba kuriha amafaranga
macye buri kwezi, icyo kigabane kikitwa Premium. Ushobora kandi kuyishyura ku buryo mbumbe iyo ubishaka.
Abacuruza ubwishingizi bakusanya imigabane y’ababuguze
hanyuma uwaguze ubwishingizi yakora impanuka agatanga
ikirego. Mu gihe ikirego cye kigeze kubagurisha ubwishingizi uwareze yishyurwa ibikenewe. Bibaho ko uwareze hari
amafaranga asabwa kubanza kwishyura mbere yo gusanirwa-yitwa Deductibles.
Urugero John aﬁte imodoka yafatiye ubwishingizi akaba
yishyura $70 ku kwezi. Yakoze impanuka y’imodoka ye irangirika. Umwishingizi we yavuze ko hazakenerwa amadolari
4000 kugirango abone indi modoka bisa kandi byakorewe
rimwe. John asabwa kuriha $500 nk’ikigabane cye (deductibles) hanyuma umwishingizi we akazariha $3500.
Umwishingizi we abasha kumusimburiza imodoka kubera
ko hari n’abandi baguze ubwishingizi. Bityo John ashobora
gukoresherezwa imodoka nubwo ariha $70 kukwezi.
Turagushishikariza gukurikira buri kwezi inkuru mu kinyamakuru zivuga ku bwishingizi butandukanye bukurikira:
• Ubwishingizi ku modoka zitwarwa n’abaﬁte Perimi
y’inyamahanga.
• Abashoferi ba Uber na Ly ndetse n’ingaruka biﬁte ku kigabane umukiliya atanga.
• Akamaro ko kugura ubwishingizi wakodesheje imodoka,
inzu cg icyumba cyo kuraramo.
• Ni gute wagira ubwishingizi utarigeze ubugira.
• Abashoferi bakibitangira ndetse n’ubwishingizi bakenera
• Uko washinganisha ubucuruzi bwawe.
• Uko washinganisha inzu yawe.

UBWANDITSI BUKURU
“Nta mvura igwa ntihite” “Nta gahora gahanze”
Mu gihe isi yaruciye ikarumira ku mabi abera mu bihugu
bya Sudani y’Epfo, Santarafurika, Somaliya n’ibindi, Dr Gregory H. Stanton uyobora umuryango Genocide Watch
aherutse gutanga ikiganiro yise: “Abaturage badashakwa-Intambara yo gushaka ubwenegihugu ku baturage ba Rohingya, Abanyamulenge, n’abandi ” Yifashishije ibiri kuba
ku Banyamulenge n’aba Rohingya mu kwerekana uko Jenoside itegurwa maze asoza atanga integuza ko hatagize igikorwa isi izakomeza kurebera itsembatsemba ry’abaturage.
Rohingya n’Abanyamulenge ni ubwoko nyamuke bose
bava mu bihugu bya Myanmar na Congo. Bose baterwa
n’amoko baturanye ndetse bakorerwa ivangura-Bose bari

guhangana n’ingaruka zo gukurwa mu butaka bwabo ndetse
bakaba banashiraho burundu. Mu gace ka Minembwe mu
burasirazuba bwa Congo, abagera kuri 150,000 mu Banyamulenge bamaze guta ingo zabo kandi ziratwikwa. Aba
bavuye mu ngo zabo bari mu nkambi ndetse no mu buzima
bubi bitewe no kubura ubufasha buhagije. Ibi kandi birasa
n’ibihumbi by’aba Rohingya bahunze ingo zabo bakaba
babayeho mu buzima bubi mu gihugu cya Bangaladesh. Dr.
Stanton avuga ko ikibazo cy’abaRohingya n’aBanyamulenge
gihura neza n’inyito ya Jenoside iri gutegurwa aho inyura
mu nzira ndahinyuka zigera ku icumi.
Stanton asaba abantu batandukanye kotsa igitutu leta zikagira icyo zikora mu gihe izi ntambwe zo gutegura Jenoside
ziri mu kuba kandi ntagikorwa. Kuri buri ntambwe haba
hari icyakorwa jenoside igakumirwa. Intambwe Jenoside inyuramo zigenda ku murongo ariko zihobora no kubera
rimwe. Izo ntambwe harimo: Ishyira mu byiciro, Gushyiraho abantu ibirango, ivangurwa, iteshagaciro ry’ikiremwamuntu, itegurwa, guteza amacakubiri y’ubuhezanguni,
itegurwa, itotezwa, itsembatsemba no gupfobya. Imwe mu
ntambwe ibabaza cyane n’ugutesha agaciro ikiremwamuntu
aho abantu bamwe usanga bareba abanda nkabadaﬁte
agaciro, bakagereranywa n’ibikoko, udusimba, imiswa cg se
bakitiranwa n’indwara.Ibi bitiza umurindi ababivuga bumva
ko bagiye kwica ibikoko atari abantu bagenzi babo.
Imvura y’urwango iri gucicikna ku mbuga nkoranyambaga irwanya ubwoko bw’ aba Rohingya n’Abanyamulenge
mu bihugu bya Myanmar na Congo iteye inkeke ku buryo
ikwiye kwamaganirwa kure n’ubuyobozi. Abayikwirakwiza
bakwiye kugezwa mu butabera kuko bari guhembera jenoside. Abatambutsa izi mbwirwaruhame zivangura bakwiye
gukumirwa ntibajye mu bihugu by’amahanga ndetse imitungo yabo igafatirwa niba badafunze izi mvugo ku mbuga
na Interineti.
Amakimbirane mu gihugu cya Congo yarenze imbibi ku
buryo bamwe bamaze gukurayo amaso ko yarangira. Ubwoko bw’abatutsi bwiganjemo abanyamulenge mu gace ka
Congo buri mu mazi abira aho bushobora no kuzimanganywa bwicwa. Utundi duce muri Congo turimo ubwicanyi ndengakamere harimo agace ka Beni muri Kivu ya
ruguru aho ibihumbi byishwe ndetse no mu gace ka Ituri ko
mu ntara y’amajyaruguru imwe muri 21 zashyizweho mu
2015. Ubundi bwoko bwa nyamucye ni Abatwa bubarizwa
muri Congo, Rwanda n’u Burundi. Aba nabo basubijwe inyuma cyane ku buryo ubu nta gace na kamwe k’ubuyobozi
babarizwamo mu buyobozi bw’igihugu.
Guverinoma ntiﬁte ubushake bwo gukomeza amahoro
n’ituze, igihugu kirimo amacakubiri ku buryo ibihumbi biri
mu kaga. Loni yashyize muri Congo ingabo zirinda amahoro nyinshi zaba zarabayeho mu myaka 17 itambutse ariko
nta mahoro yigeze arangwa mu gihugu, abantu batabarika
bitabye Imana bazize imitwe yitwaje intwaro. Imitwe yitwaje
intwaro ikurura urubyiruko rudaﬁte icyo rukora, rutagira
ishuri rwiga nta na kazi ni uko izi ngaruka zintambara ziyongera.
Ibigo bikomeye biﬁte inyungu muri Congo aho bisahura
imitungo kamere aho birangira habaye ikwirakwiza ry’intwaro zigwa mu biganza by’imitwe yitwaza intwaro ifata ku
ngufu abagore. Leta yamunzwe na ruswa aho abategetsi
bakoresha imyanya mu nyungu zabo ntibabashe gutanga
serivisi bitezweho.
Albert Einstein yigeze kuvuga ngo: “Isi ntizamarwa
n’abakora ibibi ahubwo izicwa n’ababirebera ntibagire icyo
bakora.” Twese duﬁte uruhare rw’icyo gukora mu guhagarika Jenoside ku isi. Tugomba gukoresha amajwi yacu
tukamagana jenoside ndetse n’abayobozi mbere yo gushyira
mu bikorwa Jenoside.
Kuva 1996, intambara za Congo zishe abagera kuri miliyoni
5.4. Kuva 2017 aba Rohingya bagera kuri 900,000 bamaze
gukurwa mu byabo muri Myanmar bajyanwa mu nkambi
muri Bangladesh. Ese Isi izarebera kugeza ryari?
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ONU DIZ QUE PASSOS PARA A CURA NACIONAL NO
SUDÃO DO SUL SÃO INSUFICIENTES
Por Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Um relatório das Nações Unidas revelado este mês indica
que o Sudão do Sul não fez progressos signiﬁcativos para
curar as feridas dos jovens, dois anos após o ﬁm de uma
guerra civil que levou 40.000 vidas e deslocou mais de dois
milhões de pessoas.
A Associated Press noticia que, em vez de se curar, o país
está a fraturar-se ao longo das linhas tribais, com políticos
a armarem comunidades uns contra os outros. Isto não será
uma surpresa para os leitores da África do Amjambo, que já
relatou em artigos anteriores sobre a divisão dos principais
líderes políticos do Sudão do Sul de acordo com a identidade tribal.
O relatório da Comissão dos Direitos do Homem no
Sudão do Sul, apresentado ao Conselho dos Direitos Humanos das Nações Unidas, aponta a corrupção desenfreada
como um perigo para a cura da nação, e observa que as autoridades sul-sudanesas mostram pouca vontade política
para processar crimes graves e, em vez disso, estão a armar
milícias nas suas comunidades.
De acordo com o relatório, a violência sexual e a escassez
de alimentos estão a alimentar o agravamento do conﬂito
no país, que está classiﬁcado entre os países mais pobres em
índices comuns de desenvolvimento humano. Além de
viver em conﬂitos perpétuos, mais de metade da população
do Sudão do Sul tem fome, situação agravada por inundações que obrigaram muitos a sair das suas casas desde
julho.
Os novos Mainers do Sudão do Sul, que no passado
falaram com a África do Amjambo, manifestaram esperança
na rápida recuperação do país, depois de líderes rivais terem
quebrado um acordo de paz em fevereiro de 2020 destinado
a pôr ﬁm aos conﬂitos armados e formar um governo de
unidade. No entanto, contrariamente às suas esperanças, o
relatório das Nações Unidas diz que os atores nacionais disfarçados estão a armar milícias locais com armas para atacar as comunidades vizinhas. E tudo isto está a acontecer
apesar de um embargo de armas ordenado pelas Nações
Unidas.
O governo rejeita o relatório das Nações Unidas. "Todos
estes relatórios são escritos por pessoas que estão sentadas
confortavelmente em hotéis de Juba. Eles escrevem esses relatórios para garantir a continuidade [nas suas posições]",
disse o porta-voz do governo, Michael Makuei, que também
aﬁrmou que o país está, de facto, a implementar o acordo
de paz.
O país rico em petróleo está a lutar contra diﬁculdades
económicas, incluindo uma grave depreciação da sua
moeda. A Reuters noticia que em julho de 2020 o banco
central do país ﬁcou sem reservas cambiais. O Gabinete reuniu-se na sexta-feira, 9 de outubro, e concordou em adotar uma nova moeda e largar a antiga libra sul-sudanesa para
salvar a economia. O Sudão do Sul tem a terceira maior
reserva de petróleo do continente africano, depois da
Nigéria e da Líbia.
O Sudão do Sul conquistou a sua independência do Sudão
em 2011, mas voltou a entrar em guerra dois anos depois,
quando o Presidente Salva Kiir e o seu adjunto Riek Machar
começaram a disputar. Mais tarde, sob mediação, os líderes
voltaram a juntar-se num esforço para estabilizar o país. É
amplamente reconhecido que, para que o país se cure, os
dois líderes terão de trabalhar em conjunto e que o que
dizem às respetivas tribos e apoiantes será fundamental para
o processo de paz.

CHEFES DE ESTADO DISCUTEM PAZ E ESTABILIDADE
NA REGIÃO DOS GRANDES LAGOS DE ÁFRICA
Por Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Os Presidentes Museveni (Uganda), Kagame (Ruanda),
João Lourenço (Angola) e Felix Tshisekedi (RD Congo) reuniram-se praticamente no dia 7 de outubro para discutir a
paz e a segurança na Região dos Grandes Lagos de África.
O seu encontro prosseguiu as conversações com o objetivo
de encontrar soluções para a relação em curso entre o
Ruanda e o Uganda, bem como como criar estabilidade na
República Democrática do Congo, fortemente ocupada
pelos rebeldes. Também convidado para a reunião foi o Burundi, que transmitiu o convite, citando uma preferência
pelas conversações bilaterais.
A New Vision informa que Felix Tshisekedi do Congo foi
o anﬁtrião da cimeira. Frequentou de Goma, capital da
província de Kivu do Norte do Congo, que é uma área repleta de centenas de grupos rebeldes que deslocaram milhões de pessoas - algumas das quais encontraram refúgio
no Maine. De acordo com o comunicado ﬁnal da reunião, os
chefes de Estado revigoraram os seus esforços para erradicar

os grupos armados que operam na região.
O Uganda, a RD Congo, o Ruanda e o Burundi partilham
fronteiras, e grupos armados que desertam de um país reaparecem frequentemente noutro, um cenário que obriga os
Estados a lidarem uns com os outros. Os presidentes concordaram também em trabalhar contra as redes regionais e
internacionais por detrás da exploração ilegal de recursos
naturais na região, o que contribui indiretamente para a violência.
Os chefes de Estado aﬁrmaram sentir-se obrigados a cooperar para acabar com a violência recorrente e projetar a
estabilidade na região, a ﬁm de estimular o comércio e o investimento. A reunião foi inicialmente planeada como uma
reunião presencial, mas o COVID-19 empurrou-o para um
formato virtual. O Presidente Evariste Ndayishimiye, do Burundi, recusou-se a participar na reunião, mas reuniu-se
com o Ministro dos Negócios Estrangeiros do Congo, que se
deslocou ao Burundi antes da cimeira.
Burundi, RD Congo, Ruanda e Uganda formam a área
referida como a Região dos Grandes Lagos de África. A
Amjambo África já tinha comunicado o encerramento das
fronteiras entre o Ruanda e o Uganda, que mantiveram o
comércio transfronteiriço. As relações entre o Burundi e o
Ruanda desintegraram-se na sequência de uma tentativa falhada de golpe de Estado no Burundi em 2015, sem sinais
de normalização no horizonte. A fronteira oriental da RD
Congo, que é partilhada com o Ruanda, o Burundi e o
Uganda, têm sido consistentemente o ponto zero para grupos armados. O Presidente Tshisekedi quer o apoio dos seus
homólogos para erradicar estes grupos, que mataram tantas
vidas na região. O angolano João Lourenço tem desempenhado um papel de mediador nas conversações de normalização ruandesa-ugandesa.

O QUE É O SEGURO, AFINAL?
Por Jeffrey Lee
O seguro é uma parte importante da vida nos Estados
Unidos. Pode proteger as pessoas da ruína ﬁnanceira, no
caso da sua casa arder, do seu carro ﬁcar daniﬁcado num
acidente de automóvel - ou causar danos ao carro de outra
pessoa - ou ser processados com sucesso, e ser mandados
para pagar dinheiro a outra pessoa. A maioria das pessoas
não tem dinheiro ou bens suﬁcientes em caso de desastre
para substituir ou reparar signiﬁcativamente a sua própria
propriedade (como um carro ou uma casa), ou a propriedade de outros. No entanto, se tiverem seguro, as empresas cobrem os custos. Os pagamentos dos seguros
estendem-se a todos os ferimentos causados a outros num
acidente. Desta forma, todos estão protegidos contra acidentes e eventos que de outra forma arruinariam ﬁnanceiramente vidas. O seguro é legalmente exigido para operar
um carro ou negócio, e para garantir uma hipoteca de uma
casa.
Para levar uma apólice de seguro, o cliente paga a uma
empresa uma pequena quantia, chamada prémio. Isto pode
ser feito mensalmente, ou em prestações menos frequentes,
se o detentor da apólice preferir. A empresa recebe um
prémio de muitos tomadores de seguros. Depois, quando
um dos tomadores de seguros tem um acidente e precisa de
usar o seu seguro, eles apresentam o que é chamado de
reclamação. Durante o sinistro, a companhia de seguros
paga todo o dinheiro necessário, pelo que o tomador do seguro não tem de o fazer. Por vezes, há uma dedução numa
apólice de seguro, que é a quantia pela qual o tomador de seguro é responsável durante uma reclamação.
Por exemplo: O John tem uma apólice de automóvel, pela
qual paga 70 dólares por mês. Ele despenha-se no carro e
está destruído. A companhia de seguros determina que custará $4.000 para o John substituir o seu carro por um dos
mesmos anos, fazer e ser modelo. O John tem uma dedução
de 500 dólares, por isso a empresa dá-lhe 3.500 dólares para
substituir o carro. Podem dar-se ao luxo de o fazer, porque
milhares de outros tomadores de seguros também pagaram
o prémio à empresa nesse mês, enquanto apenas uma pequena percentagem deles precisa de apresentar uma reclamação. O John arranja um carro de substituição, mesmo que
só pague 70 dólares por mês.
Por favor, siga esta série de artigos mensais para aprender
sobre temas como:
• Seguro automóvel para condutores com carta de condução internacional.
• Conduzir para a Uber ou Ly e o impacto nos prémios
de seguro.
• A importância do seguro dos inquilinos se você estiver
alugando uma casa ou apartamento.
• Como conseguir um seguro de carro para aqueles que
nunca o tiveram antes.
• Jovens condutores e seguro de carro.
• Assegurando o seu novo negócio.
• Assegurando a sua nova casa.

EDITORIAL DA EDITORA
KILA KILICHO NA MWANZO KINA MWISHO
"Tudo tem um começo e um fim."
Numa era em que o mundo permanece maioritariamente
em silêncio perante as atrocidades em curso cometidas no
Sudão do Sul, na Síria, na República da África Central e na
Somália, apenas para citar alguns, o Dr. Gregory H. Stanton, presidente fundador e presidente da Genocide Watch,
proferiu uma nota intitulada: "Pessoas indesejadas e fronteiras das lutas de cidadania: Rohingya, Banyamulenge, e
Outros". Ele usou os casos dos Rohingya e Banyamulenge
para ilustrar as fases do desenvolvimento do genocídio, e
para emitir um aviso sobre as consequências da inação face
ao silêncio dos líderes mundiais durante as tentativas de
eliminar um povo.
Os Rohingya e Banyamulenge são ambas tribos minoritárias, de Myanmar e da República Democrática do
Congo, respetivamente. Ambos foram visados por outras
tribos dos seus países e foram sujeitos a discriminação
sistémica. Ambos enfrentam agora o despejo das suas terras
nativas, e uma possível extinção. Em Minembwe, no leste
do Congo, mais de 150.000 Banyamulenge fugiram de
aldeias que foram incendiadas. Estas pessoas deslocadas
vivem agora em campos, em circunstâncias terríveis, devido à falta de ajuda humanitária adequada. É também o caso
de centenas de milhares de rohingya, que fugiram das suas
casas e vivem em condições terríveis no Bangladesh. O Dr.
Stanton disse que os casos dos Rohingya e Banyamulenge
se enquadram perfeitamente na deﬁnição de desenvolvimento do genocídio, que progride através de 10 estágios
previsíveis – mas não inevitáveis.
Stanton exortou as pessoas a manterem-se atentas e a pressionarem os governos a intervirem quando reconhecem que
estão a ser tomadas medidas para o genocídio. Em cada fase,
podem ser tomadas medidas preventivas para travar o ímpeto. O desenvolvimento não é linear, e as etapas podem
acontecer simultaneamente. Incluem: classiﬁcação, simbolização, discriminação, desumanização, organização, polarização, preparação, perseguição, extermínio e negação.
Uma das fases mais perigosas é a desumanização, quando
um grupo de pessoas nega a humanidade de outro grupo, e
os membros do grupo discriminado são comparados a animais, vermes, insetos ou nomes de doenças. Isto permite
que os agressores acreditem que estão a matar animais, em
vez de outros humanos, durante a fase de extermínio.
A avalanche de discursos de ódio que circulam atualmente
nas redes sociais em Myanmar e na RD Congo visando os
Rohingya e o Banyamulenge é uma poderosa ferramenta de
propaganda, e os líderes internacionais devem condenar
rápida e ﬁrmemente esse discurso. Devem processar as autoridades e as elites que permitem que seja transmitida, o
que incita assim ao genocídio. Os maus atores devem ser
banidos das viagens internacionais e congelar os seus bens
estrangeiros, e as estações de rádio de ódio devem ser bloqueadas ou encerradas, com conteúdos odiosos banidos das
redes sociais e da internet.
O conﬂito na RD Congo já dura há tanto tempo que as
pessoas começaram a pensar que não há esperança de resolução. As tribos Tutsi – como a Banyamulenge – em diferentes áreas do Congo correm o risco de serem exterminadas
ou despejadas das suas casas nativas. Outros pontos quentes
na RD Congo incluem Beni, no Kivu Norte, onde milhares
de pessoas foram brutalmente mortas, e Ituri, no nordeste
da RD Congo (uma das21 novas províncias criadas em
2015 a partir da antiga província oriental). E os Batwa indígena primitivo também conhecido como Twa, que vive na
RD Congo, no Ruanda e no Burundi – têm sido discriminados há muitos anos. Não têm quase nenhuma representação em qualquer nível de liderança na política local,
regional ou nacional.
O governo não tem vontade política para manter a paz e
a segurança, e o país está dividido, com milhares de vidas
em grande perigo. As Nações Unidas destacaram uma das
suas maiores missões de manutenção da paz nos últimos 17
anos, mas não conseguiram trazer paz, e pessoas inocentes
continuam a morrer às mãos de vários grupos de milícias.
Grupos armados recrutam jovens que vagueiam pelo país
sem qualquer esperança de frequentar a escola e conseguir
um emprego. Isto faz parte do ciclo de conﬂitos intermináveis.
Os interesses multinacionais exploram os recursos naturais congoleses e o tráﬁco de munições que cai nas mãos de
pessoas irresponsáveis alimenta a morte e a violação de milhões de mulheres. Funcionários corruptos do governo usam
recursos públicos para seu interesse pessoal e não fornecem
serviços básicos.
Albert Einstein disse uma vez: "O mundo não será destruído por aqueles que fazem o mal, mas por aqueles que os
observam sem fazer nada." Todos temos um papel a deContinued on page 22
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From the desk of Dr. Ahmed
A side eﬀect of the COVID-19 pandemic has been the shiing
of school out of the elementary, middle, and high school buildings, where it used to take place, and into the heart of students’
homes. With this movement has come a fundamental change
in the role of parents, who are now newly responsible for the
daily educational experience of their kids.
However, many parents work at front-line jobs that require them to be out of the
home during the day, rather than supervising children’s schoolwork. Others may work
the night shi, and need to sleep during the day. Some parents are unfamiliar with technology, or might not speak English well. Or they might be unfamiliar with the U.S.
school system because they grew up abroad.
I suggest that community and religious leaders, the philanthropic community, and
groups of individual parents should mobilize, build support systems, share resources,
fund tutoring and mentoring programs, and collaborate in every way they can imagine
to make the role of parent-teacher lighter, and prevent the academic achievement gap
from widening.
Children need adults to be strong partners. Many young people struggle with establishing routines, and adults must help them shape their days, if they are to succeed.
Teenagers have trouble waking up in time to attend classes, if le to their own devices.
Many don’t access online oﬃce hours held by teachers. Some students regularly lose or
fail to enter their laptop passwords correctly, missing out on class time. Kids (and adults)
get discouraged when internet connections fail and, without support, they may give up
in frustration. And most kids need a nudge to let a teacher know if they are confused
and need help.
Parents could share their new teacher role with other parents. For example, a group
of parents could take turns calling kids on the phone in the morning (and not giving up
until they get up!) to make sure they get up for class – not just their own kids, but the
kids of other families. Informal parent groups could handle other parts of the teacher
job, as well, working with what each parent does best – someone could be in charge of
making sure everyone knows how to check Inﬁnite Campus for grades, others could be
the troubleshooters for ﬁnding lost passwords, downloading Zoom, contacting guidance counselors, speaking with interpreters, or reaching out to teachers.
Educators are doing their best to connect with all students and help them, but they
can’t do it alone. Parents and teachers are now basically teaching together. Educationally, we are in a Red Zone. is is a critical moment to make sure all children are progressing. Parents need to accept that this school year is not going to be the way they
hoped and expected. Please reach out to your child’s teachers and ask for help. Contact
social workers and parent community specialists who speak your language.
All parents can be helpful allies for their children during this diﬃcult time. Certainly
the teacher job is much easier for middle-class families to take on. ey can hire tutors,
work from home, and form learning pods with other families whose parents are at home.
But immigrant communities are strong – I urge all parents to reach out to the schools,
and to your community, for help. Since school is going to be more or less based at home
all year, let’s work together to make sure immigrant kids don’t fall behind.

What is insurance, anyway? | Jeffrey Lee
Insurance is an important part of life in the United States. It
can protect people from ﬁnancial ruin, in the event their home
burns down, their car is damaged in an automobile accident –
or they cause damage to someone else’s car – or they are successfully sued and are told to pay money to someone else. Most
people do not have enough money or assets in the case of disaster to replace or signiﬁcantly repair either their own property
(like a car or house), or the property of others. However, if they
have insurance, the companies cover the costs instead. Insurance payouts can include
any injuries caused to others in an accident. is way, everyone is protected from accidents
and events that would otherwise ﬁnancially ruin people’s lives. Speciﬁc types of insurance
are legally required to operate a car or business, and to secure a mortgage on a house.
To carry an insurance policy, the client pays a company a small amount of money,
called a premium. is can be paid monthly, or in less frequent, larger installments if the
policy holder prefers. e company collects premiums from many policyholders. en,
when one of the policyholders has an accident and needs to use the insurance, that person ﬁles what is called a claim. During the processing of the claim, the insurance company pays whatever money is needed, so the policyholder does not have to. ere is
sometimes a deductible on an insurance policy; this is an amount of money that the
policyholder must pay during a claim.
For example: John carries an auto policy, for which he pays $70 per month. He crashes
his car, and it is destroyed. e insurance company determines that it will cost $4,000
for John to replace his car with one of the same year, make, and model. John has a $500
deductible, so the company gives him $3,500 to replace his car. e company can aﬀord
to do this because thousands of other policyholders also paid the company their premiums that month, while only a small percentage of them need to ﬁle claims. So John
can use the $3,500 from the insurance company, plus $500 of his own money, to get a
replacement car, even though he only pays $70 per month in insurance.
Please follow this series of monthly articles to learn about topics such as:
• Car insurance for drivers with an international driver’s license
• Driving for Uber or Ly and the impact on insurance premiums
• e importance of renters insurance, if you are renting a house or apartment
• How to get car insurance for those who haven’t had it before
• Young drivers and car insurance
• Insuring your new business
• Insuring your new home
Jeﬀrey Lee has over a decade of experience in the insurance industry, and is currently the
Sales Director of the Amy Alward Agency, the largest Allstate agency in Maine.
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Each month, Let’s Talk will focus on sayings that
might sound funny or confusing to a new language
learner. So if you have ever thought “What did
they mean by that?” or “What are they trying to
say?” this column is for you.

By Claudia Jakubowski

November ushers in cooler temperatures and
many people ﬁnd they get hungrier in colder
weather. Food sayings are commonplace any
time of year, so here is a sampling!

Here are four idioms – expressions in which the meanings
of the words are not the same as the meaning of the saying – that one might hear used in
connection with food.

Piece of cake
A task that is very easy
“Adaego tutored other students in calculus because it was a piece of cake for her.”

Apple of one’s eye
Someone in whom you have great pride
“Abu’s son was the apple of his eye.”

Spill the beans
To tell a secret to someone who is not supposed to know
“David spilled the beans about Monique’s pregnancy to her parents before she had a chance
to tell them.”

To go bananas
Become erratic or mad about something
“Raissa went bananas when she found out that her rent was being raised by $100 a month.”
If you have questions about sayings you have heard Americans use that you don’t understand, or if you have questions about American culture, please email your questions to
Claudia at amjamboafrica3@gmail.com and “Let’s Talk” will be happy to help.
Claudia Jakubowski has her master’s degree in TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages).

Election Season in the U.S. and the Republic of Congo
by Roseline Souebele
e period leading up to an election is critical, whether
you are in a country where democracy is somewhat advanced, or in an emerging country where democracy is
just a simple slogan. Either way, in pre-election times, people experience diﬀerent levels of pressure from political
leaders who are looking for votes – votes either for the
good of the people, or for the good of the politicians!
Congo Brazzaville is located in the Central Africa region, and was colonized by the French. Its school system,
governance structure, and administration are all built in
the French style. In Congo, elections are not an expression of people’s rights. Instead, they
are a silent form of oppression. In Congo, there is one political party that has run the country for over 38 years. It is hard to imagine that aer so many years, there is anything better that the party could bring in now, which they have not been able to bring during all
those years. People are tired of begging for food, ﬁnancial stability, economic growth,
health, security, and so on.
Election season in Congo has become a moment when candidates don’t push their ideas
forward for the betterment of the people. Instead they use the season to buy trust and approval from the people. ey threaten them with war, hunger, and insecurity if they vote
their own minds against the candidates. So, instead of being a period of excitement in anticipation of a new era, welcoming new ideas, people become afraid of what will happen
if something in fact changes – which, by the way, is impossible unless the current leaders
all die.
During election season, people get more excited about the items that will be given away
in exchange for their votes – clothes, furniture, electronic devices, money – than they do
about ideas, new reforms, and new laws. Election season has become like a holiday, an era
of oﬀering material opportunities.
Some community organisations and young people do rise up to share their voices. Laws
and institutions to regulate the election process fairly do exist. But how are those regulations that are on the books enforced? We do not know how much eﬀort and blood will be
needed to create tangible change. And oen, as opposition leaders rise in the community, they ﬁnd themselves shut up in prison, falsely accused, killed, or forced into exile
outside of the country.
While Congo is still struggling to grow their democracy, the U.S. has a lot of experience
to share with the entire world. e respect for democracy is constitutional and everybody
knows that. Term limits are mandated. And the country has been rising from racial segregation and injustice toward more freedom and equality. Although there is still systemic
inequality, it is nothing compared to Congo. Justice does its work, people vote for ideas,
they follow presidential debates, and seek reforms where needed. Many people are voluntarily involved in the process, working to make things better. Media coverage is available
for everybody. People donate their money and their time to produce the change that they
seek.
However, the question remains, this year’s 2020 election season is diﬀerent in the United
States than other years, with so much going on at once – widespread doubt about the outcome of the election, massive election fraud believed by many to be underway, conspiracy
theories, protests, Black people being killed by the police, measures taken against immigrants, gun owners threatening their fellow citizens.
In Africa, many opposition parties refuse to accept the outcomes of elections, calling
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Health tips for the holidays
By Jodi Newcombe, MD
is time of year, the holidays are just around the corner. While
things look diﬀerently due to the pandemic, we could all beneﬁt
from safely maintaining our connections to family and friends,
especially as holiday traditions approach.
While we may be gathering in smaller groups outside, virtually,
or have our faces covered for the protection of ourselves and others, these connections to loved ones are crucial to our overall wellbeing. So too is another, oen central element of many holiday
traditions—what we eat and how we celebrate. Delicious, but sometimes unhealthy, food can
be the norm, and knowing a few tips could help us balance out the celebratory meals, deserts,
and snacks that oen accompany the holidays.
While it can be tempting to wait until the new year to tackle a healthy eating resolution, incorporating healthy lifestyle modiﬁcations now could help set us all up for year-round wellness.
Post-meal stroll: Aer a meal, try to go for a walk down the street or around the neighborhood. It’s a better alternative than a post meal nap—no matter how inviting our couches
may seem. Research has found that taking a walk about 15 minutes aer a meal may improve
digestion and blood sugar control. Tip: Consider having a warm tea to savor when you reach
your destination.
Wet your whistle: While it’s important to remain adequately hydrated throughout the day,
drinking 1-2 glasses of water a half hour prior to eating does more than ward oﬀ possible dehydration or headaches. Research has shown that it also helps curb your appetite.
Getting your greens: Try to incorporate new exciting vegetables in your meal prep routine
to provide variety in the healthy options on your plate. Ideally, ﬁber rich greens or veggies
should encompass 50 percent of your plate. Dietary ﬁber, which is found mainly in fruits, vegetables, whole grains, and legumes, can provide many beneﬁts, such as helping to maintain a
healthy weight and lowering your risk of diabetes, heart disease, and some types of cancer.
Tip: Recently I have been experimenting by roasting seasoned broccoli, eggplant, purple cauliﬂower, lentils, and local squash. Consider supporting local and going to your nearby farmers market.
Don’t be salty: If you ever wondered why your socks indented your legs, your blood pressure increased, or your hands were swollen the next day aer a tasty meal, consider reﬂecting
on your salt intake. e suggested salt intake in a healthy person is no more than 2,300 milligrams (mg) a day. To put it in perspective, a serving of holiday stuﬃng and macaroni and
cheese can surpass the suggested daily maximum. According to the American Heart Association, because the average American eats so much excess sodium, even cutting back by 1,000
mgs a day can signiﬁcantly improve blood pressure and heart health. Tip: For meal preparation, consider using ﬂavorful herbs and low sodium spice alternatives to make a reduction in
sodium intake easier to swallow. I also recommend avoiding boxed recipes with high sodium
content.
Bigger is not always better: Try to consciously monitor your portion sizes and limit carbohydrates, sugars, and greasy foods to less than 25% of your plate. Protein intake should
equate to a portion the size of your palm. If you’re still hungry, drink a glass of water and wait
20 minutes before getting seconds. Tip: Use smaller plates and serving spoons to help achieve
portion control goals, because our eyes truly are usually bigger than our stomachs.
Adding post meal exercise, increasing daily water intake, incorporating more vegetables,
limiting salt, and monitoring portion sizes are easy ways that we all can make a little diﬀerence
for ourselves and others. As one of Mercy’s newest primary care providers, I want to remind
you to set up your annual physical prior to the holidays. Ensuring your blood pressure is at target, cholesterol panel is checked, and preventative health goals are met will start your holidays
oﬀ right and set you on the right path for a healthier 2021.
Dr. Jodi Newcombe is a primary care physician at Northern Light Mercy Primary Care located
at 385 Route One in Yarmouth.

them fraudulent. Africans know how that
works. Are we going to experience the
same thing here in the United States?
What will happen aer the election? Do
we need to be worried? What can we do to
keep this land peaceful, welcoming, and
standing for justice for all, the way it has
always been – or perhaps even better?
Roseline Souebele is a resident of Hope House

e views expressed by
contributors belong solely to
the author, and do not
necessarily reﬂect those of
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French Continued from page 7
dernières années, mais n'a pas réussi à instaurer la paix, et
des innocents continuent de mourir aux mains de diverses
milices. Les groupes armés recrutent des jeunes qui errent
dans le pays sans aucun espoir d'aller à l'école et de trouver
un emploi. Cela fait partie du cycle des conﬂits sans ﬁn.
Les intérêts multinationaux exploitent les ressources naturelles congolaises, et le traﬁc de munitions qui tombe entre
les mains de personnes irresponsables alimente le meurtre
et le viol de millions de femmes. Des fonctionnaires corrompus utilisent les ressources publiques dans leur intérêt
personnel et ne fournissent pas les services de base.
Albert Einstein a dit un jour : "Le monde ne sera pas
détruit par ceux qui font le mal, mais par ceux qui les regardent sans rien faire". Nous avons tous un rôle à jouer
dans le processus d'arrêt des génocides dans le monde. Nous
pouvons et devons faire entendre notre voix et appeler les
dirigeants à agir rapidement, avant que d'autres innocents
ne soient pris pour cible et tués.
Depuis 1996, la violence a causé la mort de plus de 5,4
millions de personnes en RD Congo. Depuis 2017, plus de
900 000 Rohingyas ont été forcés de quitter le Myanmar
pour aller se réfugier dans des camps au Bangladesh. Combien d'autres doivent souﬀrir ? Et quand la communauté internationale agira-t-elle enﬁn ?

Swahili Continued from page 8
Albert Einstein mara aliwahi kusema, "Ulimwengu hautaangamizwa na wale wanaofanya maovu, lakini na wale
wanaowatazama bila kufanya chochote." Sisi sote tuna
jukumu la kuchukua katika mchakato wa kukomesha
mauaji ya kimbari kote ulimwenguni. Tunaweza na ni lazima tutumie sauti zetu kusema, na lazima tuwaalike viongozi kuchukua hatua haraka, kabla ya watu wengi wasio na
hatia kulengwa na kuuawa.
Tangu mwaka wa 1996, vurugu vurugu zimesababisha
vifo vya zaidi ya watu milioni 5.4 nchini DR Congo. Tangu
mwaka wa 2017, zaidi ya waRohingya 900,000 wamelazimishwa kutoka inje ya Myanmar kwenda kwenye kambi
huko Bangladesh. Ni wangapi wengine zaidi watapashwa
kuteseka? Na Je! Lini Jumuiya ya kimataifa itachukua hatua?

Somali Continued from page 9
Way awoodi karaan inay tan sameeyaan, maxaa yeelay kumanaan kale oo siyaasad-dejiyeyaal ah ayaa sidoo kale
shirkadda siiyay khidmaddooda bishaas, halka boqolkiiba
in yar oo iyaga ka mid ahi u baahan yihiin inay fayl
garaystaan. Marka John wuxuu helaa gaari bedel ah, in kasta
oo kaliya uu bixiyo $ 70 bishiiba.
Fadlan raac taxanahan maqaallada billaha ah si aad wax
uga ogaato mowduucyada sida
• Caymiska baabuurta ee liisanka darawalnimada ee
caalamiga ah
• U kaxeynta Uber ama Ly iyo saameynta khidmadaha
caymiska
• Muhiimadda caymiska kireystayaasha, haddii aad
kireysato guri ama aqal apartment
• Sidee si aad u hesho caymiska baabuurta kuwa aan horey
u helin drivers
• Dareewallada da'da yar iyo caymiska baabuurta Ins ·
Caymiska meheraddaada cusub
• Caymiska gurigaaga cusub.

Portuguese continued from age 22
sempenhar no processo de parar o genocídio em todo o
mundo. Podemos e devemos usar as nossas vozes para falar,
e devemos apelar aos líderes para agirem rapidamente antes
que mais pessoas inocentes sejam alvo e mortas.
Desde 1996, a violência causou a morte de mais de 5,4
milhões de pessoas na RD Congo. Desde 2017, mais de
900.000 rohingyas foram forçados a sair de Myanmar em
campos no Bangladesh. Quantos mais devem sofrer? E
quando é que a comunidade internacional vai agir?
Por Georges Budagu Makoko
Editor da Amjambo África

amjambo africa!
Nouvelle loi sur l'immigration relative à l'autorisation de travail Par

Hortense Mas-

samba
Aﬁn de bien comprendre certains changements récents apportés aux lois américaines sur l'immigration et par conséquent leur impact sur l'Assistance Générale pour les demandeurs d'asile, Amjambo Africa a interrogé deux experts,
Julia Brown, Avocate pour l’organisation Immigrant Legal Advocacy Project (ILAP), et Deb Ibonwa, Avocate Politique
et Juridique pour l'organisation Maine Equal Justice. L'interview vidéo est disponible sur le site web d'Amjambo Africa.
Cet article en résume certains points clés.
Jusqu'à cet été, les réfugiés disposaient d'un délai d'un an pour présenter une demande d'asile aux autorités d'immigration. Une fois que les demandeurs d'asile avaient reçu l'accusé de réception de leur demande, ils devaient alors attendre
180 jours pour obtenir une autorisation de travail.
À partir du 25 août dernier, la période d'attente pour le permis de travail a été prolongée à 365 jours. C'est le double
de la période d'attente, et ce changement aura un impact sur de nombreux demandeurs d'asile qui n'ont généralement
pas de moyens ﬁnanciers et qui sont impatients de commencer à travailler et à mener une vie aux États-Unis.
Actuellement, les demandeurs d'asile dans le Maine peuvent bénéﬁcier de 24 mois d'Assistance Générale (AG) en attendant l'autorisation de travail. Les prestations d'Assistance Générale sont essentielles à leur survie, puisqu'ils ne sont
pas autorisés à travailler. L'allongement du délai d'attente avant que les demandeurs d'asile ne puissent travailler signiﬁe que les prestations d'Assistance Générale expireront probablement avant qu'ils n'obtiennent l'autorisation de travailler.
L'ILAP est une organisation non gouvernementale du Maine dont la mission est d'aider les immigrants disposant de
peu de ressources ﬁnancières à s'orienter dans le système d'immigration. Maine Equal Justice travaille à assurer la sécurité économique de tous les résidents du Maine, y compris les immigrants. Julia Brown et Deb Ibonwa invitent toutes deux
le Maine à élever collectivement la voix et à demander aux législateurs de trouver un moyen d'aider les immigrants pendant cette période diﬃcile. Elles envoient un message de paix et d'espoir aux demandeurs d'asile et aux bénéﬁciaires de
l'Assistance Générale. Elles travaillent ensemble pour aider les gens à comprendre les récents changements, et invitent
tous ceux qui veulent en savoir plus à contacter l'ILAP et Maine Equal Justice. Les services sont disponibles dans de
nombreuses langues.
Voici quelques autres changements de règles :
• Si un demandeur d'asile attend plus d'un an après son arrivée aux États-Unis pour déposer une demande (s'il a déposé
sa demande d'asile après le 25 août 2020), il n'a pas droit à un permis de travail. Cette règle ne s'applique pas aux mineurs
non accompagnés.
• Si un demandeur d'asile est entré aux États-Unis en dehors d'un point d'entrée, ou après le 25 août 2020, il n'a pas droit
à un permis de travail, à quelques exceptions près.
• Si un demandeur a causé un retard dans son dossier (par exemple en manquant un rendez-vous), son permis de travail lui sera refusé.
• Les demandeurs d'asile qui ont commis ou été condamnés pour certains crimes à l'intérieur ou à l'extérieur des ÉtatsUnis ne peuvent pas obtenir de permis de travail.
L'administration Trump a proposé qu’on étende l’utilisation d’informations biométriques aux immigrants. Cela concernerait toutes les catégories de demandeurs (demandeurs d'asile, détenteurs de carte verte ou parrains) et comprendrait
la collecte d'ADN, qui sera conservée dans une base de données.
Le gouvernement a proposé d'augmenter les frais (et de supprimer les dispenses de frais) liés à la demande d'asile. Un
juge a accordé un sursis à la mise en œuvre de ces changements, si bien qu'à l'heure actuelle, les augmentations de frais
proposées n'ont pas été appliquées. Pour l'instant, il est impossible de prévoir si et quand les changements pourront être
mis en place.

New immigration rule on work authorization

Translated by Nathalie Gorey

In order to fully understand some recent changes to U.S. immigration laws and their impact on General Assistance
for asylum seekers, Amjambo Africa interviewed two experts, Julia Brown, Esq., Advocacy and Outreach Attorney for
Immigrant Legal Advocacy Project (ILAP), and Deb Ibonwa, Policy and Legal Advocate for Maine Equal Justice. e
video interview is available on the Amjambo Africa website. is article summarizes some key points from the video interview.
Until this summer, refugees were allowed a period of one year to present asylum applications to immigration authorities. Aer the asylum seekers received acknowledgement that the authorities had received an application, they were expected to wait 180 days for work authorizations.
Beginning August 25, the waiting period for the work permit was extended to 365 days. is is double what the waiting period had been, and the change will impact many asylum seekers who generally have no ﬁnancial means, and are
eager to begin to work and pay their own way in the U.S.
At present, asylum seekers in Maine are eligible for 24 months of General Assistance (GA) while they await work authorization. GA beneﬁts are key to their survival, since they are not allowed to work. e expansion of the wait time before asylum seekers can work means that GA beneﬁts will likely expire before they are granted permission to work.
ILAP is a non-governmental organization in Maine whose mission is to help immigrants with few ﬁnancial resources
navigate through the immigration system. Maine Equal Justice works to ensure the economic security of all Maine residents, including immigrants. Both Julia Brown and Deb Ibonwa urge Mainers to collectively raise our voices and ask
legislators to ﬁnd a way to help immigrants during this diﬃcult period. ey send a message of peace and hope to asylum seekers, and to those receiving General Assistance. ey are working together to help people understand recent
changes, and urge anyone who wants to know more to contact ILAP and Maine Equal Justice. Services are available in
many languages.
Some more rule changes are the following:
• If an asylum seeker waits longer than one year aer arriving in the U.S. to ﬁle an application (if they ﬁled their asylum application aer August 25, 2020), they are not eligible for a work permit. is does not apply to unaccompanied
minors.
• If an asylum applicant entered the U.S. outside of a port of entry, on or aer August 25, 2020, they are not eligible for
a work permit, with some exceptions.
• If an applicant has caused a delay in their case (such as by missing an appointment), their work permit will be denied.
• Asylum seekers who have committed or been convicted of certain crimes inside or outside the United States are not
eligible for work permits.
An expansion in the use of biometrics for immigrants has been proposed by the Trump administration. is would
aﬀect all categories of applicants (asylum seekers, green card holders, or sponsors), and would include collecting DNA,
which will be kept in a database.
e government has proposed raising fees (and eliminating fee waivers) associated with applying for asylum. A judge
has issued a stay of implementation on these changes, so at the moment, the proposed fee increases have not been implemented. At this time, there is no way to predict if or when the changes may be implemented.
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“I dream of a united America because today there are two Americas - who can deny it? Some
continue to believe that there is no place for everyone here, that freedom and equality should
not be for everyone, that the pursuit of happiness should not be for everyone. But in this 21st
century, we have no choice, it seems to me. We must live or die together.” - Titi de Baccarat
From the show THE MIX: A look Into American Diversity

Malaga Island
Photo | Julie Fitzgerald
Do you have a photo from your city or town you would like to share? Please send our way!
amjamboafrica@gmail.com
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Book library at Kennedy Park
Photos | Joseph Shaw
anks to Harrison Fream, Pam Leo, and a team of volunteers, going forward young people looking for a good book to borrow in Portland need
only venture over to Kennedy Park. Fream built and installed the library
for an Eagle Scout badge. Leo will handle the stocking of books through
her Book Fairy Project, which was founded ﬁve years ago because she believes that “the way out of poverty is literacy.” Fream is a senior at Baxter
Academy for Science and Technology. He said he conceived of the project
because he knows reading is very important for children, and he wanted to
"bring books into the community." Leo said, "is library is important because COVID-19 is preventing access to libraries, and we want to prevent
an illiteracy pandemic. In order to learn to read we need books." e library was installed earlier this month. At the opening ceremony neighborhood families enjoyed snacks, and children took home free books, and a
bicycle helmet each.
Harrison Fream and Pam Leo

Si vous avez obtenu l’asile, appelez-nous
aujourd’hui !

Catholic Charities Maine peut aider les asilés de tous âges avec :
t MPDBMJTBUJPOEFTMPHFNFOUTJOJUJBVYBCSJT
t SÏQPOESFBVYCFTPJOTEFCBTFUFMTRVFMB
OPVSSJUVSFFUEFTWÐUFNFOUTBEÏRVBUT
t DIFSDIBOUFUTÏDVSJTBUJPOEFMFNQMPJ
t MJOTDSJQUJPOEFTFOGBOUTËMÏDPMFBVTTJ
MJOTDSJQUJPOËMÏEVDBUJPOEFTBEVMUFT
t MPCUFOUJPOEFUPVTMFTEPDVNFOUT
FTTFOUJFMT
t EFNBOEFEFTQSFTUBUJPOPVCÏOÏöDFT
GÏEÏSBMFTÏUBUJRVFT
t PSJFOUBUJPOTDVMUVSFMMFT DPNNVOBVUBJSFT 
EFNQMPJ FUEFTBOUÏ
t MJNNJHSBUJPOFUMFTTFSWJDFTMÏHBMRVJ
BJEFOUËMBQÏUJUJPOGBNJMJBMFSÏVOJöDBUJPO
t DPOOFDUFSBWFDVONFOUPS

t QSPWJTJPOEFT3FGVHJÏF$BTI"TTJTUBODF 3$" pour les
QFSTPOOFTBENJTTJCMFT
Veuillez noter que : vous êtes admissible à recevoir Refugiée
Cash Assistance (RCA) si vous êtes un adulte célibataire ou un
couple sans l’enfants, et que votre revenu est inférieur à 500 $
par mois. Plus important, vous pouvez seulement vous inscrire
quand il y a moins de 8 mois à partir de la date à laquelle
vous avez obtenu l’asile.

If you’ve been
granted asylum,
give us a call
today to learn
more about the
services we offer.

t SÏGÏSFODFTBVEÏQJTUBHFNFOUBMNÏEJDBMFUBVYTPJOTEFT
TBOUÏTBHÏOÏSBMFT

(207) 871-7437

 Remarque : Le processus de dépistage médical
est très important, car il inclure tous
les examens médicaux et vaccins
lequel USCIS/l’immigration
a besoin dans le rapport
d’examen et des dossiers de
vaccination (formulaire I-693
de USCIS/l’immigration)
pour compléter l’application
de la carte verte
(Green Card)

cmugabe@ccmaine.org
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